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INTRODUCTION 

Social studies education In the secondary school Is under-

going many significant changes. large sums of money haw 

recently been allocated by the federal government and by vari-

ous private groups for research, and experimentation in the 

social studies# Current emphasis seems to be upon such innova-

tions a® intercultural studies* integrating the separate 

disciplines of the social sciences# learning th® structure of 

the discipline# and reorganising and eliminating some tradi-

tional course content (6, 7* 9)* One of th© underlying 

motives of the new emphasis is th® recognition of the fact 

that there Is too much material to be taught in the social 

studies as the courses are presently organised {!?)• Many 

scholars, teachers, and professional educators are cooperating 

in th© process of defining what is important in the field of 

social studies and of how best to teach it {6, 7). 

Purpose of the Study 

Bte purpose of this study was to test the effectiveness 

of studies In depth utilizing selected materials which had 

been developed for teaching high school American history. 

Finding the solution of this problem involved the following 

sub-problems i 



1. Does til© use of the selected material in depth 

teaching of high school American history produce greater mean 

score gains by students than the traditional approach on 

measures of 

a. achievement of factual knowledge? 

to, achievement of skill in social studies? 

c. understanding of basic social concepts? 

d. achievement of critical thinking ability? 

e. knowledge of democratic principles? 

f. attitude toward American history? 

2. Are these selected material® used in depth study more 

effective in producing mean gains than the traditional ap-

proach on the above measures for the average or above average 

student? 

3. Is there any significant statistical interaction 

between teacher® and the teaching approaches used? 

Hypotheses 

The following hypotheses were formulated? 

1, The wean gain made by the experimental group on the 

Crary American History Test will be significantly greater 

than the mean gain made by the control group, 

2, The mean gain made by the experimental group on the 

Iowa Test of Educational Development* Teat 1,# Understanding 

of Basic Social Concents, will be significantly greater than 

the mean gain made by the control group. 



3. The mean gain wade by the experimental group on the 

Iowa Test £f Educational Development > Test % Ability To 

Interpret Heading Materials In the Social Studies, will be 

significantly greater than the mean gain made by the control 

group, 

%• The mean gain made by the experimental group on the 

Cooperative American Hlatory Test; will be significantly 

greater than the mean gain made by the control group. 

5. The mean gain made by the experimental group on the 

Wataoii~fflaser Critical Thinklms Appraisal will be signifi-

cantly greater than the mean gain made by the control group. 

6* The mean gain made by the experimental group on the 

Principles of Democracy Test will be significantly greater 

than the mean gain made by the control group. 

7. Students taught in the experimental group will show 

a significantly greater mean gain in attitude toward American 

history as measured by Hem®©!?1® Teat of Attitude Toward Any 

School Subject than those taught in the control group. 

8. There will be no significant differences in the mean 

gain® made on each of the above measures by the average and 

above average experimental groups, 

9. There will be no significant interaction of teachers 

with teaching approaches on each of the measures used in the 

study. 



Background and Significance of The Study 

k depth approach to teaching history is advocated, by the 

Texas Education Agency# hut few teachers seem to be able to 

change from the breadth type of teaching and from the surrey 

course. The following quotation is from frtnclsles and 

Standard# For &eei«tdItlms Elementary and Secondary Schools* 

Issued by the fexas Education Agency In 19611 

Xn planning content for a particular course, it la 
preferable to select a few topics and develop each 
fully rather than stress the enumeration ot many, to 
this way, students can be given ample opportunity to 
(a) Investigate primary and secondary source® and use a 
variety of library materials* (b) make and criticize 

?eneralizatlons, draw inferences and conclusions, and 0} see the 'topic studied in many relationship® (16, 
P. 234). 

Perhaps a major reason for the predominance of breadth 

teaching is the fact that traditional history textbooks make 

little* if any# provision for depth teaching* Many teachers 

seem to be convinced that it is necessary that the text be 

covered in a year1© time if traditional objective® are to be 

achieved, 

Trends In social studies teaching indicate a new emphasis 

on depth study. However, very little evidence is available 

which indicates that the objectives for high school American 

history are achieved to any greater or lesser degree by spend-

ing more time on fewer topics* 

fesia (14) discussed a survey to identify the major out-

lines of the secondary school social studies curriculum in the 

accrediting area of the North Central Association. On 



sampling three hundred sixty-eight public and private 

schools* It was found that the typical pattern of course 

offerings still reflected the recommendations of the 1916 

Coamittee on the Social Studies# The 1916 Committee on 

Social Studies was appointed by the National Education Associ-

ation to make recommendations for the social studies# The 

Committee recommended a sequence of courses which was widely-

adopted. The sequence given for national guidance was the 

teaching of geography* history, and civics in the seventh 

grade| American history and civics with related geography in 

the eighth gradej civics and related history in the ninth 

grade| modern European history in the tenth grade1 American 

history in the eleventh gradej and problems of democracy in 

the twelfth grade (19). 

Based on his survey, Snyder (22) gave a regional profile 

of the social studies curriculum in the Kansas secondary 

schools* He also found that the curriculum reflected the 

1916 model* and that while many of the behavioral sciences 

had matured during this period* they appeared to have received 

little consideration in the social studies offerings. 

Scott (29) reported similar findings based upon a 1965 

survey of Texas secondary schools, Scott compared social 

studies programs In Texas with recoirmiendat ions directed to 

local districts by the Texas Education Agency, She found 

little evidence which indicated that social studies in Texas 

high schools had been greatly influenced by national 



curriculum promts. She concluded « both the during# 

and the content en̂ phasis reported by high school teachers 

more nearly #«f@*w®€ to the national curriculum patterns and 

the recoimaendatlons of the l§l€ national Education Association 

Cowuittee on Social Studies than to the guideline® for social 

studies provided to school districts by the fexas Education 

Agency {80)* 

f» investigating the states of the Advanced flaceiaent 

American history course and in comparing it with both honors 

courses and regular tours## in American history,* Oampbell (4) 

found that the three courses were similar in several ways* 

the content of each combined topical and chronological 

approaches placed mâ or emphasis on the political aspects of 

American history* and eaphaslssed the use of a basic tent# 

Similar instructional methods were also used in Advanced 

Placement* honors, and regular American history courses. 

However# the Advanced ftaeeasat classes were esaaller. A col-

lege level text and essay testis were used to Advanced 

Flacement courses wore than in honors and regular courses* 

Johnson (11) did a study of depth versus breadth teaching 

in American history Hi which students in th# ejpertasatal 

group covered half as many wits of work during the school 

year as students in the control ©roups. Groups were taught by 

the same teacher# and the unit method of organisation was used. 

Johnson's major conclusions were that students way be taught 



either In depth or In breadth without lowering academic 

achievementi and though gains were significant for tooth 

groups, neither treatment produced superior result® as meas-

ured by the tests (11# p. 1%). 

Other significant research in the teaching of the social 

studies was done at Indians University, Masslalas (15) devel-

oped a method for teaching world history in which Mspring-

boards M# which were groups of descriptive* thought-provoking 

facts taken fro® standard texts, were utilized for hypothesis 

testing. He established a model of reflective thinking and 

developed a plan of teaching from this model, Developing 

skill in reflective thinking on the part of the student was 

the major goal of the course, Groups were matched, and 

measures were taken of achievement and critical thinking* 

Results indicated that students in the experimental group 

learned as many fact® as those in the control group who were 

taught by the traditional approach to social studies. However# 

students taught reflectively demonstrated a higher sensitivity 

to the skills, abilities, and processes relating to the model 

of critical thinking which Masslalas defined* 

Cousins (15) evaluated the effects of reflectively 

oriented instruction on the acquisition of factual information 

in eighth grade social studies. He also evaluated the effect 

of reflectively oriented Instruction in regard to the devel-

opment of the skills evident in the reflective processes. 
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Evidence indicated that students in the experimental group 

made mean score gain® In the acquisition of subject matter 

and critical thinking which were significant at the *01 

level, Analysis of tape-recorded data, revealed the improve-

ment of pupils1 contributions to class discussion. The 

skills exhibited by the pupils in the later recorded discus-

sions were Judged to be more refined and complex than those 

observed early in the semester. 

Cox (15) determined the results of a reflective method 

of teaching high school American history in terms of criti-

cal thinking and achievement. He constructed an evaluative 

model of critical thinking and developed a method of teaching 

in relation to the model, From an analysis of th© tape-

recorded class session®, he concluded that th® method he 

developed was more conducive to producing changes in critical 

thinking ability. On the basis of statistical evaluation of 

post-tests# It was determined that no significant differences 

relative to critical thinking ability or factual knowledge as 

measured by the tests existed between the groups. 

Blamere (15) attempted to determine whether or not pupils 

taught United States history by a problem-solving approach 

obtained significantly greater mean test scores than pupils 

taught by a traditional approach. The experiment was confined 

to an investigation of the learning of historical facts* the 

retention of historical facts, the learning of the problem-

solving steps, and the retention of the problem-solving steps. 



He found that the problem-solving method, which required 

students to think critically, produced significantly 

greater achievement in factual information, in critical 

thinking, and in problem-solving skills than a traditional 

approach with an emphasis on factual acquisition involving 

memorization and strict adherence to a textbook. Be also 

found that students taught by the problem-solving method 

retained more of the factual information (15, p* 137). 

Hassialass and Zevin (16) explored the dimensions and 

implications of teaching a class of thirty-five in a one-

year course in world history through the method of discovery, 

or what Bruner called the process of "figuring out" (l). 

The teacher;1 s attitude was nondlrective, and primary use was 

made of historical documents. Results indicated the students 

were able to participate in the process of discovery and 

inquiry. ®ie method was found to be highly motivating, 

Twelve curriculum projects were financed by the Coopera-

tive Research Branch of the Department of Health, Education, 

and Welfare in 1963. The program was generally known as 

Project Social Studies (9)* Trends which seemed identifi-

able from these various projects included the following: 

1. The emphasis is on structure. All but one of th© 

twelve projects in the social studies seek to identify the 

structure of the social science discipline or build a curric-

ulum around social science concepts (6, 7). 
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2. The new social studies has abandoned the tradi-

tional expository method, of t@aoh.ing# and in it® place has 

come a set of teaching strategies diversely called th© 

discovery method, hypothetical teaching# or an inductive 

approach (7). 

3» There is much more skillful planning for the cumu-

lative sequential development of skill® and generalizations 

from year to year and course to course (6) . 

4, There is movement away from the broad survey and 

toward more intensive and ©artful study of a limited number 

of selected topics (6), 

5, There is greater use of reading# ease studies* and 

primary sources (9). 

6, More provisions are being made for th© serious 

study of some of society*s unsolved problem® (6), 

Limitations 

The study was limited to one hundred sixteen tenth 

grade students. Subjects were enrolled in American history 

classes in the two senior high schools of a suburban school 

system with a scholastic population of sixteen thousand. 

Th® study was limited to the 1965-66 school year, 

A second limitation due to the human variable was 

Imposed upon the study, Everything which a teacher did 

within the confines of his classroom could not be con-

trolled, It should be recognized that such variables as 
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the teacher1s personality, approach to teaching, attitude, 

orientation toward students, and various other factors 

limited the generalizations which were drawn from the study. 

The study was limited to students who were average and 

above average in ability as measured by standardized group 

intelligence tests. The reading level and the difficulty 

of the material used in the experimental group Halted the 

study to this type of student, 

Assumption 

It was assumed that there were no significant differ-

ences in the socio-economic level of students In the two 

senior high schools utilized In this study• Schools were 

located on opposite ends of the community, and the same 

general type of students were served* The community Itself 

was predominately composed of middle and upper class people# 

Definition of Terras 

1. Depth teaching.---In depth teaching Important areas 

or topics are selected for study, rather than attempting to 

survey.a wide range of topics or areas* Depth teaching in 

history means that students are allowed to explore below 

the level of superficiality by examining materials to dis-

cover some clues as to why men acted as they did (17# P« 2). 

2» Breadth teaching:.—The purpose of breadth teaching 

is to cover more material, and this is accomplished by 
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going into less detail about all topics. The fundamental 

assumption upon which breadth teaching rests is that the 

schools' primary task is to help students learn informa-

tion and concepts which they will be able to recall and 

use at some future date (125* 

3, "Post-hole" course.—The theory underlying this 

pattern of organizations says that since it is impossible 

to cover everything knowable in United States history# the 

teacher must select a few Important topics and explore them 

in depth, for the sake of continuity# "posts" can be 

strung together with lectures and reading (17# p. 8). 

Procedures For Collecting Data 

Two teachers and on© hundred sixteen subjects were used 

in this study, lach teacher taught experimental and control 

classes, and each had morning and afternoon sections* 

School 1—Teacher A—one experimental above-average 
class 

one control above-average class 
one experimental average class 
on© control average class 

School 2—Teacher B—one experimental above-average 
class 

one control average class 

The above-average experimental class for teacher A was 

determined by the flip of a coin, and the average experi-

mental class was determined by selecting the class which 

was reverse in time of day. The experimental class for 

teacher B was also determined by the flip of a coin. 
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The grouping plan employed by the school system was 

used to select the average and above-average subgroups In 

the experimental and control populations, Students were 

©elected for three groups on the basis of .intelligence teat 

scores, general academic performance, achievement test 

scores, and teacher recommendations. The students desig-

nated "Level IIM by the school counselors were used for the 

average subgroup and were matched in the experimental and 

control groups on the basis of grade level, sex* and intelli-

gence test scores in School One, Students designated 

"Level I" by the school counselors comprised the above-average 

subgroup and were matched on the same basis a® the average 

subgroup in School One. 

In School Two, there was one experimental above-average 

group comprised of "Level XB students and one control aver-

age group comprised of "Level II" students who were matched 

only on the basis of grade level# 

Experimental and control groups were then equated on the 

basis of intelligence test scores. 

There were three experimental classes and three control 

classes, The above-average and average subgroups were com-

posed of fifty-eight students each. 

The unit method of organization was used by the teachers, 

who worked with the researcher periodically during the experi-

mental period in an effort to coordinate the activities of 

their classes in both the experimental and. control groups. 
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The teachers also 'Worked within the framework of a ties© 

schedule In teaching the units of work, 

The teachers utilized a variety ©f methodology in both 

groups* such as lecture* discussion# group work, panel dis-

cussions# individual research, reporting, and testing. 

However# factors which could have influenced the outcome of 

the experiment were controlled* These included such things 

as the use of audio-visual materials, use of supplementary 

materials, arid the time of the day in which experimental 

and control classes were scheduled. 

Control Qroup^ Course 

Emphasis in the control group was upon as thorough a 

coverage ©f all periods and events in the history of America 

•as possible* feaehers followed the existing course of study 

as outlined by the school system, and they used the regularly 

adopted textbook. A prime concern was to impart a body of 

factual knowledge relevant to American history as outlined 

by the text and the curriculum guide, Lesson material and 

class discussion dealt largely with the facts and details of 

the assignment. Basically, the approach involved in teach-

ing was the following! The text was read. The facts were 

discussed through question and answer sessions, and students 

were tested to see how much of the factual information was 

learned* However, this approach did not exclude other meth-

odology from use since many good teachers who adhere 
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strictly to a survey course use various methods and media 

in their teaching. 

Emphasis in the experimental group was upon depth 

study, this meant spending more time on fewer topics in 

American history. This course was centered around the mate-

rials developed at Amherst College and published in 1964 and 

1965 toy the D. C. Heath Company, fhe material was entitled 

lew Dlmensiona' In Aiaerioan History and consisted of a series 

of paperback booklets, each of which dealt with an important 

topic in American history. The units mm composed of a 

selection of student readings which were primarily original 

sources with some secondary source material* A teacher's 

Edition accompanied each booklet, and the basic plan of 

teaching described therein was followed toy teachers in 

teaching the experimental classes* 

The main effort of the materials was to provide teach-

ers and students with enough material to pursue a topic in 

depth and avoid the superficial covering of content now 

made necessary by the nature of most history texts, The 

method of teaching utilized was inductive in nature. Bach 

unit began with limited questions about specific pieces of 

evidence and encouraged the student to move outward toward 

some usable generalisations (8). 
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The experimental course» centered around the selected 

material, was organized according to the "post-hole*' theory 

(see Definition of Terms). The toplo of each booklet 

served a® the "posts" which were placed. (Swing the experi-

mental period^ and each topic was developed In depth. The 

regularly adopted text, lecture, film, and library reading 

served a® the "wire" which connected the "post®8 and pro-

vided a logical organization for the course. 

Description of the Participantb 
.j-riiimiwini itw'm n iim mm**"**** i i«mim>iiwi wurtwtWf- itWWWiwn' 

—Teacher A was a male with ten years teaching 

experience in American history at the Junior and the senior 

high school levels. He held a Master of Arts Degree in 

history. 

Teacher B was a female with six years of experience in 

teaching American history at the senior high school level* 

She held a Bachelor1! Degree with thirty semester hours in 

social science* 

Students.-"Students in each group were tenth grader® 

in two senior high schools of a suburban community of sixty 

thousand people. The student bodies of the two high schools 

were similar In socio-economic backgrounds. 

Alternate forms of the following measures were adminis-

tered to subject® before and after the experimental period! 
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1# The Crary American History Test.—This test was 

designed to measure mastery of information* skills* under-

standing* ami ability to interpret historical materials (2). 

2» Iowa "feet of Educational Development, Test jL* 

SafltraSrmfeM fill Basic, M M CwjggeSs.—This test was 

designed to measure the pupils1 general knowledge of social 

institutions and practices (10), 

3* M Bis. l a i l a s l fest. s* mi-

iM. M .teliMfl, jfiaMteS & The Sc)clax Studies.--

"This test is concerned with the students * ability to inter-

pret and evaluate representative wading selections taken 

from social studies textbooks and references, from raagaaine 

and newspaper articles on social problems, and from the 

literature of the social studies in general (10* p. 20),w 

Cooperative Social studies tests* Mmrtem History 

(Senior High)*—This test assessed achievement in terms of 

knowledge and understanding of events, issues* and Ideas $ 

application of knowledge in generalizing principles and 

concepts! analysis and evaluation of cause and effect rela-

tionship®! and ability to use the accessories of the social 

sciences—'graphs* laaps* cartoons* charts (5* p. 8), 

5. Watgon-CKi&ger Critical thinking; Appraisal. —ISiis 

test consisted of five subtests designed to measure differ-

ent* though interdependent aspects of critical thinking (13), 
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6. Principle* of Democracy Test .—This test measured 

knowledge and understanding of democratic principles as 

Interpreted in the United States, including the Constitu-

tion, the federal government, and election procedures (2). 

7. %,i,l sl tesmfi te 'ph» 

attitude seal© was developed using Remitter1s generalized 

method# which is similar to th© Thurston method (21), 

A wore complete description of these measures is given 

in Chapter 111, 

Procedure For Treating Data 

All computations with data were made at the Computer 

Center at North Texas State University* testing hypotheses 

I, II, III, I?, V, VI and VII required stating the hypoth-

eses in null for® and using the t test for significance of 

differences between mean raw score gains for the two groups. 

The same technique was used in testing hypothesis VIII, 

which was already in null form, A two by two factorial 

design was used in testing hypothesis IX, 

The following formula programmed at the Morth Texas 

State University Computer Center was used) 

J N l r i * + / l + X. \ 
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where stands for mean score gains for the experimental 

group, and stands for mean score gains for the control 

group. Degrees of freedom equal MjL+Uj - 2. 

In all instances the ,05 level of significance was 

required to accept or reject the null hypothesis* 
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CHAPTER XI 

SOTEVEY OF KELATED LITERATUKS 

American history became a subject for study to school 

programs as soon as the Revolutionary W&r was won (93). 

Since that time the Importance of the place of this subject 

in the school curriculum has steadily increased, At the same 

time, the volume of content for American history as well as 

the demands upon the field of social studies for the teaching 

of various skills has grown. 

The 1961 Yearbook of the National Council for the Social 

Studies reiterated the reasons for studying American history 

(lb, 93). Among the outcomes expected from the study of 

American history are citizenship* an understanding of the 

present, perspective and balance, appreciation, a contribu-

tion to the wholesome use of leisure, increased critical 

thinking ability, international understanding, and the addi-

tion of meaning to other school subjects {l4, 93). In 1914, 

W. P. Russell (45, p, 63} cited similar objectives for Ameri-

can history. A study of other literature revealed the fact 

that the stated objectives for the teaching of American his-

tory have changed little through the years (22, 93, 12, 14). 

22 
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Summary of the History of Social Studies Teaching 

American history Is only one discipline In toe social 

studies spectrum. The social studies are concerned with 

human relationships# Their content is derived from the schol-

arly disciplines of economics, geography* history# political 

science# arid sociology (114). Wesley and Wronskl defined the 

social studies as "the social science® simplified for peda-

gogical purposes (121, p. 3)»" 

It is difficult to consider the development of trends in 

the teaching of American history ©part from the development 

of the social studies as a whole, 

Cruikshanks (24) traced the development of the social 

studies curriculum in American secondary schools from the 

11 separate subject" approach of the 1890*s to the "field" 

organization of 1955* The social studies curriculum was dis-

cussed In five different periods, From 1893 to 1915# the 

content of the curriculum was largely determined by national 

committees of social scientists, most of whom were historians. 

The period from 1916 to 1930 was a period of transition fro® 

stability to experimentation and expansion, The influence of 

the educators grew# and the tern "social studies" was used 

universally by 1930. 

The period from 1931 to 19^0 marked the end of the domi-

nance by national coraalttees, The curriculum expanded# and 

disagreement on content was widespread, fused and unified 
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courses increased but wore seldom found beyond the ninth 

grade (24). 

from 1941 to 1955* citizenship education received pri-

mary attention. American and world history courses increased 

in frequency and in enrollments. English and ancient history 

almost disappeared from the curriculum. Persona! needs of 

students received more attention, and guidance became an 

established part of the social studies curriculum (24), 

The Influence of National Committees 

% to the present time high school social studies pro-

grams have been shaped by recommendations of four major 

national committees. 

The Committee of Ten.—Charles W# Eliot of Harvard 

chaired the Committee of Ten formed in 1892. The Committee 

was appointed by the National Education Association In re-

sponse to demands for greater uniformity in high school 

programs and In college admissions, Their report recom-

mended that American history and government be taught in the 

seventh grade, Greek and Roman history in the eighth grade, 

French history in the ninth grade, English history in the 

tenth grade, American history in the eleventh grade, and an 

intensive study of special historical periods and of govern-

ment in the twelfth grade (93). 

The Committee of Seven.—the Committee of Sewn,, 

appointed by the American Historical Society, published its 
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report In 1899* This report recommended the study of ancient 

history in grade nine, medieval and modem history in grade 

ten, English history in grade eleven, and American history 

and government in grade twelve. fhe nation's high schools 

adopted this plan almost universally (93)* 

Pie Coaniittee pn Social Studies. 1916. —The 1916 Commit* 

tee on Social Studies was appointed by the national Education 

Association, fhis committee sought to broaden the content in 

the social studies to stress education for life. The Commit-

tee was composed mostly of high school teachers and adminis-

trators. 1916 Coiwittee recommended the study of history 

and civics in grade sevenj American history and civics with 

related geography in grade eights civics and related history 

in grade nine; modern European history in grade teni American 

history in grade elevens and a problem® of democracy course in 

grade twelve {5, 93)# Recent studies indicated that this 

suggested pattern was still widely followed in the nation's 

secondary schools (67, 100, 107). 

Sift O j i l M m. American History la SatooU and Col-

leges.—She Committee on American History to Schools and 

Colleges was the result of the action of the American Histor-

ical Association and the Mississippi Valley Historical 

Association in 19^2. Th@ Cornaittee1 $ report was issued in 

1943* and it was the result of an organized attempt to re-

state the fundamental problems of the teaching of American 
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history (120), Bie committee did not recommend a sequence of 

courses for national consideration (93# 120)« 

Recommendation number seven of the Committee, however# 

was particularly significant in the light of the present 

study? 

We recommend the selection of a reasonable number 
of topics and the development of each on# fully enough 
to give it significance, rattier than the meaningless 
enumeration of events, names, and dates (120, p. 119). 

The Present Status of the Social Studies 
In The Secondary School 

In attempting to secure information that would lead t© 

the identification of guidelines for administrators and others 

Interested in the improvement of a Junior high school social 

studies program, Bailey (2) sent questionnaires to principals 

and teachers in Nebraska schools. The responses indicated 

that recent efforts directed at the revisions of the social 

studies program had not yet produced any clear-cut pattern 

for schools to follow. Another indication was that the major 

weakness In the social studies program was the excessive 

scope of some courses, 

Masia (67) conducted a survey to identify the major out-

lines of the secondary school social studies curriculum in 

the accrediting area of the North Central Association, On 

sampling three hundred sixty-eight public and private schools, 

it was found that the typical pattern of course offerings 
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still reflected the recommendations of the 1916 Committee on 

the Social Studies. Snyder (107) also reported the same 

findings regarding the social studies curriculum In the Kansas 

secondary schools# Scott (100) reported stellar results from 

a survey of T®xm high schools.# 

fioreland concluded from a survey of five hundred second-

ary schools representative of a cross section of schools in 

America that the social studies concept has not meant a decline 

in separate courses In history* Moreland also noted that the 

pattern of required courses in today*s school® strongly 

reflected the influence of the 1916 Committee (SO). 

A recent survey of the nation*s secondary schools com-

pleted by the Cooperative Test Division of the Educational 

feating Service revealed a diversity of course offerings, 

the study pointed out that the size and the geographic loca-

tion of a school tended to influence the type of course it 

offered. More schools were found to he teaching more social 

studies courses than they were in 1958, hut percentages of 

course® of various kinds remained unchanged. American history 

and world history were found still to be the two most preva-

lent course® offered. The survey also revealed that the 

organization of the social studies curriculum into separate 

courses was far more usual than the organization of courses 

into broad fields or block programs. The majority of the high 

schools surveyed required four or more semesters of social 

studies for graduation (ill). 
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Wagner (117) reviewed selective curriculum guides from 

across the nation and found that American history was taught 

more prevalently at the eighth and eleventh grade levels# He 

reported that guides were generally organized on the basis of 

units, and that there was increasing emphasis on American 

ideal® and on understanding of American democracy. 

Regarding social studies programs in Texas secondary 

school®, Scott (100) found that only two elective® were 

offered by more than fifty per cent of large high schools 

surveyed, lines© elective a were Texas history and economics. 

Only two innovations were being utilized by as many as ten 

per cent of all high schools surveyed, fees® innovations 

were a unit on communism and provisions for slow learners. 

Results of Scott*s study implied that social studies in Texas 

high school® had not been greatly influenced by recent 

national curriculum projects* 

Two doctoral studies surveyed trends in the American 

history curriculum since 1890 (105# 125)• Willis found a 

growing unity in course offerings from 1890 to 19^8. His 

study revealed an Increased attention to social* economic, 

recent# and international aspects of American history (125)* 

Skaurud (105) discovered trends in the objectives* con-

tent, and emphases in the teaching of American history since 

1890. Answers to problems were sought from reports of 

national committees, from the content of courses of study, 
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from statements in the literature, and from content in Ameri-

can history textbooks. Results of Skaurud'e study supported 

Willis's finding regarding an increased attention to social, 

economic, recent, and international aspects of American his-

tory, A study of professional literature revealed Increased 

attention to the purposes of developing in the student a 

desire for the democratic way of life as well as a desire for 

the application of the scientific method to problems in Aaeri-

oan life. Regarding textbooks, Skaurud's study revealed the 

growing use of American history textbook® as source books 

rather than as traditional texts. In general, finding® 

showed that textbooks and courses of study followed the recom-

mendations of the national cowaittee reports regarding grade 

placement of American history. 

SSSSM Curriculum Developments M Secondary 
School Social Studies 

Twelve curriculum projects were financed in 1963 by the 

Cooperative Research Branch of the Department of Health, Edu-

cation, and Welfare under a program generally called Project 

Social Studies. The curriculum centers are each located at a 

university (37). 

Several types of projects are in operation# Soto projects 

outline purposes, issues, questions, and policies for consider-

ation in planning the social studies curriculum. Another type 

has been designed to provide guidelines for planning the social 
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studies by identifying concepts, generalizations # themes, and 

modes of inquiry from the several social sciences. A third 

type of project# specialized in nature, ha® been concerned 

with planning instruction in separate subjects# The last 

type, also specialized, has dealt with such topics a® foreign 

relations, world understanding, and civic education (37# 7T)« 

ffoe new social studies projects have abandoned expository 

teaching in favor of discovery, hypothetical, or Inductive 

teaching (37# ̂ 1# 71)« Emphasis is on sequential learning, 

and there appears to be more concern for an articulated pro-

gram for the social studies curriculum (37). Hie projects 

are also producing a host of materials, rather than on® text-

book (37). 

In all the experimental projects there is a strong move-

ment away from the survey courses that are repeated in cycles 

at various grade levels. Instead, intensive study of a lim-

ited number of topics at each grade level is strongly 

recommended (4l). 

In a re-evaluation of the American history course. Smith 

(106) observed that there appeared to be a trend to move from 

the chronological approach toward a thematic study based on 

the development of key concepts or problems. More emphasis 

had been placed upon the development of skills of critical 

inquiry. 
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Two of the twelve curriculum projects are concerned 

specifically with American history. The center at North-

western University intends to integrate concepts from the 

social sciences into the study of American history In grade® 

five| eight* and eleven. The project alms at the elimination 

of much of the present repetition in these grades. A commit-

tee of scholar® from economics, sociology# political science# 

geography# audi history have written some course material. 

Other writing teams are dealing with specific problems and 

topics in American history (63). 

The center at Aaijerst College has developed source mate-

rial units for use in possible new approaches to teaching 

American history at the secondary and adult levels (15), 

It was interesting to note that the trend# in the teach-

ing of history reported by W. 0. Klamftl (60) in 1929 were not 

unlike those reported today. The following trends were listed 

in 1929* 

1. There was a tendency to redefine and reformulate 

objectives for instruction in history. 

2, There was a trend toward selecting and organizing 

subject matter in terms of units. 

3* There was a trend toward the presentation of history 

courses in terms of movements# principles# and understandings 

rattier than a® events# episodes# personalities# and narratives, 
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Th®m was a tendency to correlate more closely the 

course in history in order to conform with the world condi-

tions of that day, 

5. There was a trend toward the organization of learning 

exercises and activities as integral parts of instruction in 

history* 

Criticism® of Secondary School History Teaching 

Criticisms of Method 

During the 1890*s Dr, Joseph Hayer Rice., writer, lec-

turer, and editor of The form Magazine, observed that the 

method of memorization in history teaching was in evidence 

everywhere (32). 

In 1929 Brown criticized the "old* idea of teaching his-

tory as "ground-to-be-covered* and "facts-to-b@-leawr»d*H 

He pointed out that the universal teaching technique in his-

tory at that time was that of reading a text and later 

reciting to the teacher the information gained (6). 

k study of more recent criticisms of history teaching 

revealed a recurrence of the criticisms of 1&90 and 1929 (31, 

51, 65# 96, 99 )• ®ross reported the result® of a doctoral 

study in 1952 which revealed that a major cause of dissatis-

faction with American history courses was the stifling of 

Interest in history by the catalogic names, dates, wars, and 

events. Another major cause of dlssatisfaction reported by 
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Gross was the teaching of facts of American history as prime 

ends in themselves via a non-selective survey approach (51). 

Martin Hayer expressed the view that too much of history 

teaching consists of the teaching of approved verbalisms 

which are usually of service only for the purpose of answering 

examination questions (7*0. 

David Braves wrote in a recent issue of Social Education 

that too often high school history class is little more than 

a succession of facts, Bie facts are generally unrelated to 

anything higher than to a convenient topic or to a subsequent 

examination. Draves maintained that the teaching-learning 

potential of history is less often realised than in other sub-

jects because teachers are too bound by the strict chronology 

which is a mark of history (31). 

A more recent critic (96} spofee against the excess of 

"presentIsm" in teaching history. Other contemporary critics 

pointed out that a major limitation of current social studies 

education was the fact that the social studies had been 

viewed as a body of information to be mastered (31, 99), 

Learning had focused on memorizing facts rather than on the 

development of critical and analytical thinking (99}. 

Lillibridge (65) maintained that history had been unappealing 

to students because the school had failed to suggest some wan-

ing and purpose for the study of history which made its value 

and practicality apparent to the students. 
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Criticism of Textbooks 

Textbooks used in American history teaching hav« also 

been criticized through the years. Several studies revealed 

that the history curriculum was influenced fey the textbook 

used (24, 45, 100, 104). Crulkshanks (24), in a doctoral 

dissertation, reviewed the secondary school social studies 

curriculum from 1893 to 1955. He concluded that throughout 

the' entire period studied, there was much evidence to suggest 

that textbooks were the major determinants of the curriculum. 

Several critics observed that textbooks used throughout 

the country were poor (74, 96), Shaver (104) examined ninety-

three textbooks in the various fields of the secondary school 

social studies and concluded that the approach to reflective 

thinking in most texts was exhortative. Students were exhorted, 

to think critically but were given little in the way of a 

conceptual framework from which to meet the summons. Shaver 

found the treatment of reflective thinking partial and insuf-

ficient in civics textbooks, and he reported that history 

texts contributed little to the teaching of critical thinking. 

Mayer (74) criticized text material on the basis that it 

was "uniformly dull," without focus, often inaccurate, and 

almost always misleading. 

Brown (6) pointed out criticisms of textbooks from patri-

otic organizations on toe grounds that texts were mostly 

"leftist." 
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Criticisms By Historians 

Historians criticized history teaching in the secondary 

schools on various ground#, Much of their criticism steamed 

from the controversy over the nature of the social studies 

(95)» The controversy centered around whether the school© 

should teach the recognized separate disciplines of the 

social studies# fuse the traditional social sciences., or 

offer instruction in personal and civic behavior (95). Such 

historians as Keller* Berelson* and Mayer represented the 

traditional academic position for the teaching of the separate 

disciplines (36). Bolster also criticized the modern social 

studies curriculum because it over-emphasised the present and 

under-eaphasissed the past ( 5 ) . 

Jones conducted an inquiry into the views of distin-

guished American historians concerning the study and teaching 

of American history in the secondary schools. Her study sought 

to reach a judgement as to whether there wan sufficient uni-

formity among the views of five historians to suggest the 

existence of a historian * s point of view toward the teaching 

of history. The study concluded with the finding that there 

was no agreement upon the issue® among competent historians. 

So far as specific school practices or organization of content 

was concerned# the Issues which divided high school teachers 

and administrator®, professors of education and the general 

public seemed also to divide historians from one another {58)• 
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Criticisms Regarding The Teaching of | 

In a doctoral study which surveyed public criticisms of 

secondary school history teaching from 1930 to 1955# Brown 

(7) pointed out that the mast persistant criticism of Ameri-

can history teaching appeared in publications affiliated with 

national patriotic organizations• 

fhere were numerous criticisms that the development of 

patriotism through history teaching was hampered by the fre-

quent debunking of national heroes and traditionally accepted 

institutions. The term "sooial studies" was frequently con-

strued to imply a trend in history teaching that was undesir-

able. Brown also pointed out that the greatest stiiaulsnt to 

criticism of history teaching during the period surveyed was 

the publication of the Kgw fork flans survey (38) on April 4, 

19^3 (7). 

In 19^3 the Mew forts ffoaes reported the results of a 

surrey made of seven thousand students in thirty-six colleges 

and universities in all sections of the nation. An objective 

test of United States history was given to the students, and 

results revealed the students1 lack of knowledge about the 

subject. Among other things the survey pointed out that 

twenty-five per cent of the students did not know Lincoln was 

President during the Civil War. Only six per cent could ma® 

the thirteen colonies. Many listed "freedom from want" as a 

part of the Bill of Rights (38). 
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Summary Of Significant Criticisms 

Tyler (ll6) summed up the reasons for current inadequacy 

In the social studies, Among those reasons was the fact that 

the American public and school people were both confused about 

the educational purpose for teaching the social studies. 

Schools also had inadequate intellectual resources upon which 

to draw in developing the educational program in the field, 

Tyler also pointed out the fact that social studies courses 

were frequently assigned to teachers whose major- field of 

interest lay elsewhere. 

The common criticisms of existing programs indicate 

areas in which the need for change in history teaching is 

recognizedi 

1. There is persistence of outdated content which has 

little relevance to the Twentieth Century (40), 

2. The basic pattern of course offerings and organiza-

tion reflects the r@coja»ndations by the 1916 Committee on 

Social Studies (40, 58, 67, 80, 100), 

3. There in excessive repetition of some topics in 

American history from one grade to another (4o). 

4. There is Inadequate provision for the sequential 

development of concepts# generalizations, s3«ill§, and values 

{ho), 
5. There is too much presentation of facts rather than 

encouragement for students to find out for themselves (B$ 10, 

31, 40, 51, 95, 99). 
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6, fhere has been a neglect of other varied materials 

available today# other than a textbook (4o)» 

Trends In Secondary School History teaching 

Alfred Morth Whitehead, in 1929* suaiaed up today1© pri-

mary recommendation concerning the teaching of historyt 

What you teach, teach thoroughly . . . Let the 
main ideas which are introduced into a child's educa-
tion be few and is^ortant* and let them be thrown into 
every combination possible (123# p. 2), 

Howard Wilson expressed th© view that the first task to 

be undertaken realistically by those who would make American 

history serve Its function in general education was that of 

selecting wisely suitable teaching materials from the endless 

data of history (126, p. 4l), 

Joseph Strayer, in his chapter on history in the Social 

Studies and The Social Sciences (4), aeswented on to© tempta-

tion of the history teacher to try to do too much, and thus 

to do nothing very well# Strayer advocated "judicious sam-

pling11 as a way to attain the objectives of history, "A 

thorough study of two or three historical periods will demon-

strate the variety of human behavior better than sweeping 

surveys that never get below the level of vast generalizations 

(*, P. 85)." 

J&illett (82) expressed the need to penetrate below the 

surface in teaching history. Keller (59) maintained that two 
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factors essential for good history teaching were the courage 

to exclude and the imagination to include• He called for an 

American history course in the eleventh grade that would toe 

"post-holed," Others also wrote in favor of this approach 

(M, 57, 6ft» 89, 90, 93, 97). 

The post-hole course is one in which topic® or movements 

that have had a notable impact on the present are selected 

for study {44, 9?)* In teaching one would tarry long enough 

to "plumb, explore and search at some depth for relationships 

with the present (97)." 

Sngle called for the abandonment of "ground-covering" . 

techniques, ©lis technique was characterized by memory work, 

drillg and teaching more or less isolated descriptive material 

without pausing to speculate as to the meaning or significance 

of the material (36). Ingle pointed out that ground-covering 

was based on the false notion that on® must b© well-drilled 

in the facts before he can begin to think ( 3 6 ) . 

Bunt and Metcalf (55) hypothesized that ground-covering 

was incompatible with meaningful learning, "The amount of 

conceptualization achieved by a student bear# little relation-

ship to the quantity of facta he has encountered (55# p. 50).M 

Ground covering which required study In depth of certain criti-

cal Issues was the only kind of ground-covering which Hunt and 

Metcalf recommended for the Twentieth Century high school (55). 
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Other authorities recommended the elimination of exces-

sive repetition in Aaerican history (37» 55# 59# 93)* 

Dewitt (29) attempted to help delimit the content of the 

American history course by gathering a comprehensive list of 

basic concepts to be taught. He submitted nine hundred 

thirty-eight concept* to three separate national Juries for 

validation, 

Though in recent years the literature has been fairly 

extensive in favor of depth teaching in history, only limited 

research has been done in this area* A doctoral study by 

Johnson (57) sought to determine whether high school students 

gained and retained a significantly greater amount of factual 

knowledge and understanding of American history by studying 

an extensive range of topics or by studying thoroughly a ©ore 

restricted number of topics during a regular school year. 

Subjects were seventy-eight eleventh grade students enrolled 

in American history classes at the University High School of 

the University of Minnesota. Control group one used the regu-

lar American history text. The second control group studied 

the same topics as the first control group, "but students were 

assigned text© commensurate with their social studies reading 

ability. The experimental group was not given a single text 

but used a variety of Material while studying intensively five 

epochs in American history. Control groups studied ten epochs. 

Classes were taught by the same teacher, and the unit method of 
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organization was used with all groups. The Crarv 

History Test and the California Test of Social and Belated 

Sciencea were administered to all groups at the beginning 

and at the and of the experimental period and again three 

months afterward, 

Johnson concluded as a result of his study that students 

may fee taught by either depth or breadth approaches without 

lowering academic achievement. Gains for both groups were 

significant, but neither treatment produced superior results 

as measured by the tests# Johnson recommended a replication 

of his study using a larger* more representative sample and 

broadening the evaluative Instruments to Include measures of 

skill* attitude, sad depth learning in all areas of American 

history (57). 

ferchllk (88) compared two eleventh grade American his-

tory classes in a study in which one class was taught by a 

chronological approach and the other by "dynamic force" units. 

Perohllk hypothesized that American history was better taught 

by relating event® to certain motives which iiad appeared con-

stantly as engendering forces throughout history* All events 

In the development of American history were reviewed by Perohlik 

and were subsumed under one or more of the dynamic forces which 

he Identified. Comparative results of teaching the two classes 

of history in different patterns of organization were evaluated 

by means of an Information test in American history and a test 
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of the consistency of the students1 attitudes on controversial 

issue® In American history. The experimental group did better 

on all measures than the control group, but not significantly 

®o« Perchllk concluded that the absence of any evident supe-

riority in any respect on the part of the control class was 

at least some indication that the dynamic fore# unit organisa-

tion did not detract from achievement (88), 

Learning the Methods of the Historian 

Problems associated with the increase in knowledge in the 

social sciences led not only to the recommendations regarding 

depth teaching but also to a related emphasis on helping stu-

dents to understand the structure of the subject matter (8, 9, 

10, 121)* 

Bruner statedi "Every subject has a structure# a right-

ness, a beauty. It is this structure that provides the 

underlying simplicity of things, and it is by learning its 

nature that we ccrae to appreciate the intrinsic meaning of a 

subject (8, p. 26)•" 

A part of learning the structure of the discipline is 

learning th® method by which data are gathered# analyzed# and 

disseminated in the particular discipline. In the teaching 

of history, this involves the students* learning the methods 

of the historian. Cooper said that the important thing about 

history's method was not a technique but a way of thinking 

that might be called "source-mindedness,w The person who has 
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the habit of thinking In historical terns looks at all insti-

tutions and ideas in terras of their development in time. He 

has discovered that many things which cannot be explained 

logically can he explained historically (18). 

fo teach the structure of history# one mast know the con-

cepts and principles relating to the social sciences and how 

these were generated (121). The concept® Mid principle® of 

history came as a result of the work of the historian. Hence* 

this method makes it necessary to know something of the work-

ing of the historian* Wesley and Wronski (121) hypothesized 

that teaching the structure of history by helping students 

learn the method of the historian will facilitate transfer of 

learning* though students may not learn as much factual infor-

mation. 

Turain advanced the idea that one teaches social science 

and in the process unavoidably teaches a method. In teaching 

one raises issues and questions regarding social behavior and • 

then asks what one needs to know in order to be able to an-

swer the question. Hypotheses are then tested (115)• 

The major thesis of a doctoral study by Elliot (33) was 

that the historian's ways of inquiry could be taken as highly 

suggestive of the ways in which knowledge about the past could 

best be taught and learned in schools, A part of his study was 

concerned with the development of a "Discipline Proposal" from 

statements by Jerome Bruner, Arthur Poshay, and Philip Phenix, 
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Illlot then described the discipline of history under the terras 

of his proposal# as both an example of what might result from 

joint scholar-currloulum work and a partial teat of the pro-

posal* 

Clements (16) investigated the methods of anthropologists, 

sociologists, and historians when they are engaged in inquiry 

in order to identify paradigmatic study tasks that children 

might practice in elementary school social studies programs# 

In general# three sorts of tasks were identified s the initia-

tion and clarification of inquiryi the conduct of Inquiry! and 

the preparation of written accounts of inquiry. With this 

study tentative answers to a basic curriculum question were 

identified, fhe question wass What should students learn how 

to do when they confront the various social studies topics? 

Cox and Cousins reported an experiment conducted by Park 

in which he applied the principles of historical investigation 

in requiring Junior high school students to write their own 

colonial newspaper, She students had to search for much more 

information than that contained in the textbook, select that 

which was pertinent, arrive at generalizations, and then write 

the statements of the important points (21), 

Boyle (30) carried out a study at the Feabody Demonstration 

School in which students using the methods of the political 

scientists examined copies of original documents, Further, 

they analyzed case situations in which civil liberties were 
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under consideration. The students not only used the histo-

rian's works but also arrived at understandings as to why 

certain liberties were preserved in writing* 

though research result® were sparce and often inconclusive, 

studies such as those reviewed indicated beginning explorations 

in discovering what the methods of the social ©dentists were# 

and what this meant in classroom teaching; situations. 

teaching Critical minting S k U M 
Secondary School History 

Sjrron 0. Metsslalas (70) stated the goals for high school 

history as the following: 

1. History instruction should encourage and enable the 

student to arrive at a body of tested principles or generaliza-

tion® concerning the operation of human society. 

2. History teachers should deal cognitively with methods 

of inquiry by which historical knowledge is discovered* veri-

fied* and reconstructed, 

3. Instruction in history should create conditions so 

that students will have maximum opportunities to do creative 

and intelligent conjecturing. 

4. The history classroom should furnish the forum for 

assessing alternate schemes in dealing with value questions. 

the goals expressed by Massialas (70) underscored the 

importance which he and others had placed upon the function of 

critical thinking in the teaching and learning of history (ll, 

19* 20, 39, 44, 54, 55, 64). 
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Obstacles to the teaching of critical thinking,—Critics# 

however, have listed numerous examples of inconsistency And 

indirection in the social studies curriculum that indicated 

only partial commitment to the goal of teaching for critical 

thinking. Kelson pointed out that educators support a goal 

to produce enlightened, inquiring citizens of a free society, 

yet continue to seclude such fields of inquiry as religion, 

sex, morality, ideologies, and economics from student investi-

gation. Education promotes the development of skills of 

critical thinking yet requires students to memorize quantities 

of material without analysis (83). "Students are provided with 

authoritarian teachers and authoritarian texts, and are expected 

to analyze orltically the content of the field (83, p. 294)." 

Others criticized the current teaching and learning pro-

cedures for tending to cultivate passive mastery instead of 

an active discovery of ideas (40, 31# 112). 

Bruner pointed out certain conditions in the schools that 

inhibit progress across the barrier from learning to thinking. 

Primary on his list was the "paesitlvlty of knowledge-getting." 

The emphasis in today*s schools seems to be upon gaining awl 

storing knowledge. Bruner attacked the "episodic curriculum" 

which does not recognize the continuity of knowledge ( 8 ) . Taba 

also pointed out that seldom was the sequence of the curriculum 

planned to give continuity to the development of critical think-

ing (112). 
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fates (112) maintained that too many teacher© and schools 

have taken a too simplified view of critical thinking in that 

they have tried to concentrate on the training for it in a 

few simple steps. Critical thinking, however, is not some-

thing that can be taught all at once, no matter how thoroughly 

it is taught at the time* Taba emphasized the fact that there 

was a psychological learning process In critical thinking that 

pupils needed to follow. 

In a doctoral dissertation Habte <52) investigated the 

major obstacles which the secondary school teachers faced in 

developing reflective thinking in their students and the prac-

tices teachers used in overcoming these obstacles. Some of 

the obstacles included teachers1 lack of understanding of 

reflective thinking and its role in individual and group 

behaviori the teachers1 lack of skill in guiding studentsj the 

teachers * lack of competency in the subject matter of instruc-

tion! the teachers1 lack of conviction of the value of 

reflective thinking| the failure of teacher-training institu-

tions to prepare teachers and administrators in the use of 

reflective techniques! the pressure of colleges for conformity 

in entrance requirements; and the lack of family and community 

understanding of the values of reflective thinking. 

Palmer (85) enumerated another obstacle to the teaching 

of critical thinking. This obstacle was the fact that teaching 

methods used for the purpose of teaching critical thinking in 
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the social studies were inconsistent with the objective of 

of critical thinking. 

The textbook was found to he the teaching tool most com-

monly available to teachers# and it tended to be relied upon 

heavily. Thus* the treatment accorded reflective thinking In 

the majority of social studies classrooms was likely to re-

flect that of the textbooks. Shaver (10ft) analyzed ninety-

three textbooks in the categories of the social studies in 

order to determine the general treatment accorded reflective 

thinking. He concluded that history texts contributed little 

to the teaching of critical thinking, "History texts fail to 

introduce students to the most fundamental historical tech-

nique©—namely, the weighing and sifting of evidence* and the 

evaluating of conflicting points of view (104, p. 257)•" 

In the 1961 Yearbook of the national Council for the 

Social Studies, William H. Cartwright advanced the premise 

that however artless and stumbling the approach, teachers must 

help students make a start in assessing, analysing, and inter-

preting historical data (14, p. 366), 

Obstacles to the teaching of critical thinking in high 

school history may be many, but the importance of doing so 

is not lessened, 

Ifoe emphasis on discovery and inquiry aii fi method of 

study.—In keeping with the trend, the new social studies has 

abandoned expository teaching (37). In its place has come a 
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set of strategies sailed the discovery method# hypothetical 

teaching, or an inductive approach. All these methods are 

similar, no natter what the name. In general# students are 

presented with data and encouraged to discover generalizations 

for themselves# to build one generalization upon another# 'End 

eventually to develop an understanding of the entire structure 

of the subject which they are studying (2l)» 

•Teroiae Bruner, in commenting on the act of discovery, 

said, "Discovery# like surprise# favor® the well-prepared mind 

(10, p. 21)." He contrasted the teacher in the expository 

mode with the teacher in the hypothetical mode and then listed 

benefits that were derived fro® the experience of learning 

through discoveries that one made for himself (10). He identi-

fied the benefits as intellectual potency, intrinsic and 

extrinsic motive®, learning the heuristics of discovery, and 

conservation of memory (10). 

Massialas (TO) related class experiences which Illustrated 

that historical materials could provide appropriate settings 

for intuitive and Imaginative thinking. Massialas1s study 

revealed that students capitalized on cues, offered plausible 

explanations, and were capable of finding certain principles 

underlying historical writings. He pointed out that emphasis 

on discovery provided the opportunity for the student to link 

the past with the present and the future and to develop and 

refine heuristic devices for future use. 
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Masslalas and Zevin (72) explored the dimensions of 

teaching a class of sophomore® American history through the 

method of discovery. The study employed the use of histori-

cal documents in developing the students1 ability to discover 

and explain their political and social environment, A "dis-

covery episode" was introduced ©very two weeks. "Without 

exception,n the authors concluded* "students were able to 

participate in the process of discovery and inquiry.w Other 

results indicated that the way material was presented, coupled 

with the non-directive attitude of the teacher, led to the 

creation of a new psychological climate that was highly moti-

vating to students (72). 

delslnger*® study (43) supported Bruner's hypothesis that 
H» , . emphasis upon discovery has the effect upon the learner 

of leading him to b# a constructionist (10, p. 22).# Tenth 

grade students matched on intelligence scores participated in 

the experiment# Experimental and control groups received 

heuristic inquiry treatments in practice sessions. One group 

was given a specific strategy to solve twenty questions, while 

another group was given none, A Test of Oomtralnt Seeking Strat-

egy and a Test of Heuristic Strategy was devised and adminis-

tered to both groups. As a result of his study Gelsinger 

concluded that subjects taught a strategy and subjects not 

taught a strategy learned at the same rate to succeed in dis-

covery type behavior. It did not matter whether specific 
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heuristic training was given, fhe vital step was to give 

the opportunity to inquire* 

Suchman (110) described a project in which physios was 

taught to elementary school children through the process of 

inquiry. fhe explanation of this project olarifled Oold-

iQarkfs definition of Inquiry as "a patterning of questions 

leading to the examination of values (48, p. 3^9).M Films 

were used which showed simple physics demonstrations and posed 

problem® of causality, Children were asked to construct an 

explanation of the demonstration to show why It had the re-

sults it did# Children could obtain additional Information 

by asking any question which could be answered "yes" or "no." 

Hie purpose of this technique wis to keep the inquiry as 

empirical and inductive as possible* The children caw to 

use inquiry strategies that were appropriate to inquiry goals 

im, 
Studying controversial issues.—Social studies educators 

have felt that timely and significant controversial issues 

must be studied. Some investigator® have reported that the 

use of a reflective method, or problem solving approach, had 

been more effective than traditional methods in the rational 

treatment of controversial Issues (20, 68). 

Lunstrum (66) hypothesized that controversial topics 

which lead to a clash of personal beliefs made for greater 

motivation of students in the history classroom* Support for 

his hypothesis was given by Festlnger*s theory of dissonance 
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that suggested that a student confronted by meaningful contra-

dictory propositions or belief® would seek to resolve the 

discrepancy (66). 

Park hypothesized that inquiry stemmed from a condition 

of confusion and proceeded through various stage®# such as 

those in problem solving. Park Maintained that this process 

served to intellectuallze or discipline controversy (86), 

Oliver and Baker (84) utilized the case method as they 

taught classes engaged in studying the history of the labor 

movement. Following the reading of the case, the teacher 

structured the discussion so that the various sides felt that 

the teacher had some empathy for their positions. The 

teacher then became a balancer, because he pitted one stu-

dent* s ideas against another*s# asked probing, questions, and 

provided additional Information when needed, Evaluation of 

the nine-day unit was based upon impressionistic observations 

and upon the results of objective tests administered before, 

iiamediately after, and one month after the experiment. Oliver 

and Baker found that seventh grade students had some diffi-

culty with the cases, while the eleventh grader® enjoyed the 

battle between various value positions. Results revealed that 

both groups made striking increases in knowledge of facts and 

in their ability to distinguish fact from opinion (84), 

Reflectively oriented instruction.—Hunt and Metcalf (55) 

demonstrated how the theory of reflective thinking might be 
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introduced into the classroom# ®iey attempted to test 

Dewey1s theories by insisting that reflective thought took 

place when the student had examined an issue on the basis of 

the evidence that supported it and the consequences of acting 

upon it. 

The reflective method carried with it a set of rules. 

Included in these rules were the following (55)* 

!• Whenever one belief or conclusion is accepted in 

preference to another, it is presumed that reasons exist for 

it# acceptance# 

2. Conclusions are always made provisionally* No ques-

tion 1® closed to examination. 

3, Conclusions are consistent with each other. Contra-

dictory beliefs can never be true at the same tine and under 

the same conditions, 

4# All the pertinent evidence is scrutinized before con-

clusions are drawn., 

5# The ultimate authority for any conclusion is to be 

found in natural phenomena# as revealed by observation and 

©xperimentat ion• 

6« ®te methods of an investigator must be subject to 

operational description* 

Shannon (102) listed certain principles for teaching 

critical thinking in history. He advocated that one should 

deal with the methods by which contributions to knowledge are 
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made in the field, the student should to© encouraged to writ© 

so«e history. 

Transplacement, termed by Provus (91) as one of the 

essential elements involved in teaching critical thinking, 

was described as the experiencing of history toy the student* 

Provus declared that pupil® who thought critically outside 

school often sat passively in the classroom, lie proposed that 

this problem may be solved by creating a situation in which & 

student will think about an academic situation as though it 

were a real situation. Provue maintained that transplaoement 

procedures e®phasl®ed discovery by students, exploration, 

critical evaluation, and the development of generalizations, 

As in all teaching situations and with all methods of 

teaching, the teacher is the focal point, Hullfish end Smith 

suggested that the te-acher, in order to teach reflectively* 

needed a knowledge of the subject matter that reached beyond 

that revealed in the pages of a textbook or workbook, a 

lively Imagination, an interest in playing with ideas, and 

courage enough to step forth without knowing exactly where the 

course of questioning will lead {55* p« 197). 

Reflective teaching should be a process in which the pur-

suit of ideas is a prime issue, me teacher Mist involve the 

students in this process by acting as a counter to the ideas 

put forth. Students may then sense themselves to be engaged 

in the exciting discovery that idea© arust have a warranted 
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ground of evidence on whioh to stand if they are to be accepted# 

and that once accepted they lead to consequences (55). 

In the exchange of questions and answer© in the classroom# 

the initial answer received from a student i® the starting 

point of the reflective method. A right answer, in this fraae 

of reference, has n© greater educative value than a wrong one. 

What the teacher doe® after receiving an answer will determine 

its educative function (55). 

Several important experiments indicated that the reflec-

tive method could foe used in the social studies class without 

lessening the student®1 achievement in acquiring and retaining 

facts. Such conclusion© were reached by six Master's theses 

written under 1. I. Bayles at the University of Kansas (3)* 

Basically, all the theses showed how well member© of classes 

taught in a problem-solving manner compared with those taught 

conventionally in regard to what is covered in typical stand-

ardised examinations. Baylea reported that without qualifica-

tion! even where the conventionally taught students were 

coached for the tests# pupils in the experimental classes did 

significantly better (3). 

Robert Frogge compared the achievement of certain citizen* 

ship objectives attained by two groups of high school students. 

One group was taught a modern course in the problems of democ-

racy in a reflective situation. ®his reflective situation 

emphasized the rational examination of issues. The other group 
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was taught in an authoritarian, text-oriented situation* The 

results indicated no significant difference between the two 

group® in the achievement of citizenship objectives» Students 

in th® reflective situation had at the conclusion of the 

course a more positive attitude toward the teacher (42). 

(Hidden discovered that for senior high student® the vari-

ables of intelligence, critical thinking ability* reading 

level, and attitudes had correlations with achievement in 

American history which were significant at the .001 level (47). 

Several studies pointed out quite conclusively that skills 

in critical thinking could be taught through various models of 

the reflective method, Massi&las (68, 69) and Cox (20, 69) 

utilised research designs which allowed thera to divide four 

classes of world history and four classes of American history 

into experimental and control groups equated on the basis of 

Intelligence, sex, socio-economic status* reflective thinking 

ability, and knowledge of history. Both investigators 

grounded the description of their teaching methods used in the 

experimental groups in light of the general proposition pre-

sented by Hunt and ffetcalf (55). The experimental method was 

a reflective one involving the use of "springboards," which 

were hypotheses or Insights with which the ©lass was confronted 

in order to explore their logical implications« 

With reference to the statistical analysis, neither Mas-

slalas nor Cox produced significantly different growth in 
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either group. However, both investigators claimed that their 

daily anecdotal records and their beginning and ending tape 

recorded session® provided evidence that only the experimental 

group students increased significantly in their reflective 

thinking activities and in their ability to conduct critical 

thinking discourses. (20# 68, 69)# 

Elsmere (34# 69# 71) experimented with an eleventh grade 

class in United States history using the problem-solving 

approach. Results indicated that pupil© learned and retained 

both facts and problem-soIving abilities better when they 

were learned in purposeful problem-solving situations as 

opposed to a traditional memorization approach# 

McOarry (?6) tested-the hypothesis that even greater gains 

in reflective .thinking would result if the process of determin-

ing weaning were wade the primary goal of instruction. The 

experiment was conducted in social studies classes at the Uni-

versity of Minnesota. Both experimental and control groups 

analyzed problems of education and interracial relations, loth 

groups used the problems method. The control group sought con-

clusions or solutions based on fact, while the experimental 

group pursued understanding through investigation of fundamen-

tal social concepts. Based upon a pre- and post-test, both 

groups achieved significant gains in the ability to think 

reflectively. The experimental group, however# consistently 

demonstrated greater gains than did the control group. 
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Rothsteln (98) devised a course In American history which 

encompassed an emphasis on the skills and processes of thinking. 

The control group had only Incidental or no emphasis on think-

ing. Results- indicated that American history a® taught In 

the experimental group developed a student1® ability to do 

critical thinking wore so than a course a® presented conven-

tionally# Rothstein also pointed out that there appeared to be 

no significant correlation between critical thinking and other 

school grades, 

Bie classic experiment by Giaser (46) In 1942 pitted four 

control classes against four classes given guidance in the 

principles and processes of problem-solving by special units. 

After evaluation by instruments developed by Oiaser, he con-

cluded that the four experimental classes had wide signifi-

cantly greater progress In developing critical-thinking ability 

and that pupils1 attitudes toward rational problem-solving 

procedures were susceptible to educational improvement, fie 

pointed out that group problem-solving experiences were espe-

cially valuable because children learned thereby the essential 

democratic wans of cooperation, 

Cmutz and 0#zl (23) sought to determine whether teaching 

current events with emphasis on developing specific skills in 

critical thinking to ninth and tenth grade students improved 

their skills. A control group studied current events in a 

normal manner. Differences on post-tests were significant at 
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the #001 level, Oreutz and Oezi concluded that a significant 

gain in the skills of interpretation, evaluation* identifica-

tion of casual relationship# awareness of trends, and use of 

informational sources can be achieved in the classroom by-

purposeful instruction using the content of current events. 

Maw prepared and used exercises in teaching selected 

skills of critical thinking tc twenty-one classes of fourth, 

fifth, and sixth grade children. Control classes did not use 

the prepared exercises. At the end of eight weeks, the mean 

gain of the experimental classes on the Davis-Sells CMuse and 

an original test of critical thinking exceeded that of the 

control groups. However, the differences between ©roups were 

not significant on the i&avia-Sells Game (73}, 

Herber conducted an inquiry into the effect of instruction 

in critical thinking upon students in grades ten, eleven, and 

twelve, fhe study revealed that the ability to think criti-

cally can be improved and that instruction in critical thinking 

strengthens vocabulary, comprehension, and accuracy in reading 

(53). 

The influence of instruction in critical thinking by two 

methods was investigated by Morton (8l). Instruction in criti-

cal thinking was given in the conventional olassroom to one 

group, while another group received similar instruction by 

television. Conventional classroom instruction proved superior 

for teaching critical thinking. Results also indicated that 
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low ability students made the greatest gain la critical-

thinking ability, 

Anderson sought to evaluate the effectiveness of two 

methods for teaching critical-thinking skills to seventh and 

tenth grade history students» Students taught by the "telling* 

method were told how an expert would analyze the content of 

reading materials, ©le "doing" students m m left compara-

tively free to study and analyze the content as they saw fit, 

Anderson, however, found no significant gains in critical-

thinking ability as measured by two objective type tests (l). 

%rajs (56) instructed upper level elementary school etu-

dents using a questioning procedure which he called the 

"Socratic method." The method intended to lead the students 

to discover for themselves and express the rules of logic 

embodied in a series of problems* Student® taught by this 

method, compared with those who were taught the regular course 

of study,, achieved significantly more on a test developed by 

%ra®» W m teat was primarily concerned with the application 

of the rules of logic# 

k report in the Journal of Educational Research described 

a two-year project which introduced into three high schools a 

curriculum plan designed to foster critical thinking (118). 

The project consisted of a three-week unit on the tools of 

logical analysis, semantics, and scientific method at a level 

appropriate to eleventh graders. The unit was followed by an 
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application of the®© tools throughout the school year to the 

content of the course in United States history. Results indi-

cated that the mastery of the typical content In the history 

course was not impaired toy the curriculum modification* How-

ever, the effectiveness of the program in fostering critical 

thinking was not unequivocally demonstrated since one of the 

measures used to assess change in- this area did not indicate 

any significant differences between groups. 

The Relationship eg, Critical Thinking 
Alii Probltea^blvlng 

As Hunt and tfetcalf (55) used the term, there was no 

essential difference between reflection and the scientific 

approach. Reflection is an attitude of Hind and a generalised 

set of operations with which one may approach all problems, 

whether physical or social in nature, 

Basically* there are two opinions about critical thinking 

and its relationship to problem solving. Some feel that criti-

cal thinking cannot go on apart from problem solving. Others 

are of the opinion that one can think critically about ideas 

without involving oneself in a programmatic activity. Advo-

cates of the problems1 approach to teaching maintain that the 

method seeks primarily to bring about changes in ways of think-

ing, as well as participation in social action* The problems 

approach considers mastery of content important# but it pre-

scribes no essential body of subject matter to be taught year 

after year (75# 124), 
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McCutchen Identified thy® process of problem solving In 

four steps s find facts, filter facts, face facts, and follow 

facts (75)# 

Wellington and Wellington (119) listed the steps In 

problem solving as feeling need, defining problems, carrying 

omt research, forming tentative hypotheses, appraising of 

the solution, and making a Judgement, This process closely 

approximated that process of reflective thinking described by 

Dewey (28), 

Gross and KacDonald (50) reported the results of investi-

gations which suggested that any problem-solving process 

involved three functions * an orienting function, an elabora-

tive and analytical function, and a critical function. 

Several studies provided evidence of the effectiveness of 

the problem-solving approach in increasing critical thinking 

ability. Klght and Mlokleson (6l) Investigated the relative 

effects of problem- and subject-centered types of presentation 

upon learning facts, learning rules of action, and the relation 

of rules of action learned to factual information. Pupils 

learned more factual information In the problem-centered units. 

Problem presentation showed marked superiority in helping 

pupils learn rules of action in all areas« There was a•high 

positive correlation between learning facts and rules of action 

by problem-solving as compared with a low correlation in the 

subject matter approach unit* The problems method was found to 
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be superior for students with both high and low intelligence 

quotients. 

Cook © M Cook experimented with different methods and 

varying course organizations for college sociology classes, 

They attempted to measure increases in factual knowledge, in 

the skill® of critical thinking* and in changed attitudes. 

Students working in groups using the problems approach gained 

as much knowledge of content as those in classes otherwise 

organized and, at the same time, improved wch more In attitu-

dlnal tendencies and critical thinking ability (17), 

A study involving tenth grade geography students of low 

intelligence sought to evaluate improvement made in critical 

thinking skills by slow learners. The pupils selected prob-

lems for study and collected data. The result® were presented 

and conclusions drawn through group discussions. The intuitions 

of teachers involved indicated evidences of growth in critical 

thinking. When compared with other students* however, the 

experimental group showed greater improvement on only one part 

of Wrightstone*s Test of Critical linking in Social Studies— 

the ability to draw conclusions (79). 

Quillen and Hanna reported findings from the Stanford 

Social Education Investigation which involved ten teachers in 

five school systems over a five year period. The staff at-

tempted to contrast the relative effectiveness of the chrono-

logical, topical, and problems method in social studies classes 
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at the high school level. Although many results, such as 

Improved skills and attitude©* favored the problems groups, 

Quillen and Hanna mm restrained to their concluding recom-

mendations , Differences between clashes were often very 

narrow, and students in the chronologically organized classes 

did make the most significant gain® in the amount of informa-

tion learned about American history and research technqiues. 

The all important role of the teacher, regardless of the form 

of curricular organization, was clearly evidenced by the 

results (9*0. 

Summary 

A survey of the history of social studies teaching indi-

cated very little change through the years in the stated 

objectives for American history (22, 12, 14, 93). During the 

period from 1890 to 19^0, the social studies curriculum was 

dominated by the influence of the Committee ©f Ten, the. Commit-

tee of Seven, the 1916 Committee on Social Studies, and the 

Coaaiittee on American History in Schools and Colleges (93, % 

120). 

Research regarding the present status of the social studies 

in the secondary school indicated that the typical pattern of 

course offerings still strongly reflected the recommendations of 

the 1916 Committee on the Social Studies* The influence of cur-

rent national curriculum centers in the Project Social Studies 
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has not been felt to any great degree in the nation's schools 

(2, 67* 80# 100, 105# 107, 111, 117), Another survey pointed 

out that the major weakness in the social studies program was 

the excessive Boope of some courses (2). 

Twelve curriculum projects financed by the Department of 

Health* Education* and Welfare sought to outline purposes, 

identify concepts and modes of inquiry fro® the several social 

sciences, plan instruction in separate subjects, and plan 

instruction centered around special topic® in the social 

studies* In all experimental projects, there was evidenced a 

movement away from the survey course and toward intensive 

study of a limited number of topics at each grade level (37# 

4l, 77)» The new social studies projects abandoned expository 

teaching in favor of discovery, hypothetical or inductive 

teaching (37# H)* 

Criticisms of history teaching in secondary schools, like 

the stated objectives, have remained relatively unchanged 

through the years• Major criticisms of history teaching cen-

tered around a condemnation of the emphasis on facts and 

ground-covering technqiues (31# 51# 65# 96, 99), Textbooks 

were termed as poor (96) , dull (7*0# and unpatriotic ( 6 ) . 

Though historians were often vocal in their criticisms of 

history teaching in the secondary school, Jones's study (§8) 

could not discover a pattern of criticism among historians 

indicative enough to suggest the existence of a historians 
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point ©f view toward the teaching of history in the secondary 

school# 

Common criticisms suggested the need for change In history 

teaching In the areas of content (40), oourse organization (40, 

58, 6T» 80, 100), methods of teaching (8» 10, 31, 40, 51* 95, 

99)f and materials (4o) , 

. Against the background of the development of the social 

studies currloulum, Its present status, and general criticism©, 

three mjor trend® in secondary school history teaching were 

identified and discussed* A recognition of the impossibility 

of covering everything knowable in a history course and new 

research concerning learning have led to an emphasis upon 

depth study, learning the methods of the historian# and teach-

ing for critical thinking,, 

Several studies revealed that student® may be taught in 

depth without lowering academic achievement (57# 88, 89). 

A part of learning the structure of the discipline (8) is 

learning the methods by which data Is gathered, analyzed, and 

disseminated to history (8, 9), Several studies indicated 

beginning explorations in discovering what this want In class-

room teaching situations (16, 21, 30), 

Teaching critical-thinking skills has long been an objec-

tive of the social studies.. However, numerous examples of 

inconsistency and indirection in the social studies curriculum 

indicated only partial commitment to the goal (31, 40, 83, 112). 
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Obstacles to the teaching of critical thinking were listed by 

Bruner (8), Taba (112), Habte (52)# Palmer (85), and Shaver 

(104), 

The trend toward instruction in history for critical 

thinking led to emphasis on discovery and inquiry as a method 

of study in the classroom (21, 37, 43, 70, 72, 91). Several 

studies involving a reflective method of teaching indicated 

that the method could be used in the history class without 

lessening 'the students * achievement in acquiring and retain-

ing facts (3# ^2# 68, 69, 34, 76* 118), Other experiments 

revealed that direct instruction in the skills of critical 

thinking improved the ability to think critically (3**, 76, 98, 

46, 23* 53# Si, 56). 

There was indicated a strong relationship between criti-

cal thinking and the problem solving method of teaching (55# 

75, 119, 28, 50). The use of the problem solving method in 

several studies increased critical thinking ability on the 

part ©f students (60, 17, 79# 9*0. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODS AND FROCEDOKES 

Subjects 

Subjects In the study were one hundred sixteen tenth 

grade students in the two senior high schools of a suburban 

community of sixty thousand people. The two senior high 

schools were comparable in size* location, and in the socio-

economic status of the student bodies* 

Fifty-eight students were in the control group, and 

fifty-eight students were in the experimental group. Average 

and above-average subgroups were selected on the basis of the 

grouping plan employed by the school system. The school used 

a plan whereby students were scheduled for classes in three 

groups—above-average, average, and below average. Students 

were placed in. these groups on the basis of intelligence test 

scores, general academic performance, achievement test scores, 

and teacher recommendations. Students were selected for the 

experimental and control average and above-average subgroups 

from the lists that counselors submitted* 

Students in School One were scheduled into four classes, 

consisting of one experimental and one control above average 

class and one experimental and one control average class. 
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Students were matched in experimental and control groups on 

the basis of grade level* sex* and intelligence test score® 

taken from the SUA Test of Educational Achievement given in 

grade nine. Experimental and control classes were then 

determined by the flip of a coin. 

In Sehool two there was one experimental above-average 

class and one control average class, Students in these 

classes were matched only on the basis of grade level. There 

was on© more male student in the control class than there was 

in the experimental class, The experimental class in School 

Two was also determined by the flip of a coin. 

The experimental group consisted of twenty-eight sopho-

more male students and thirty female students. Twenty-seven 

sophomore male students and thirty-one sophomore female stu-

dents comprised the control population. 

The mean I. Q. score for the control group was 109.46, 

and the mean I. Q. score for the experimental group was 

112.69. Standard deviation® were comparable. Differences in 

mean I. Q, scores between the experimental and control groups 

were not significant at the .05 level of confidence. 

Teacher A in School One had two experimental and two con-

trol classes* This teacher was a male with ten years experi-

ence in the teaching of American history at both the Junior 

and the senior high school levels# In addition to holding a 

bachelor1® degree with a major in history, he also haul obtained 

the Master of Arts degree in American history. 
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Teacher B In School Two ted one experimental above aver-

age class and one control average class, 1Mb teacher was a 

female with six year® experience in teaching high school 

American history. She held a bachelor's degree with thirty 

semester hows in social science. 

The Control Group'a Course 

Buring the 1965-66 school year the control group was 

taught the traditional survey course in American history. 

Emphasis was upon the acquisition of factual information. 

Teacher® aimed at as thorough a coverage of all period# and 

events in the history of America as possible. The outline of 

content in the curriculum guide used by teachers in the school 

system was followed closely, A brief version of this outline 

by units is included in Appendix A, 

Lesson material and class discussions dealt largely with 

the facts and details of the assignment. Basically, the 

approach to teaching involved the following: the text was 

readj facts were discussed through a question and answer ses-

sion! and students were tested to see how much of the factual 

information was learned. Group work, visual aide, discussions, 

and reporting were some teaching techniques utilized. The type 

of learning activities employed were somewhat limited, however, 

due to the element of time which could be devoted to the teach-

ing of each unit. 
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Eight wits of work, designed to span the entire ©cope 

of America1e history* were studied during the course. These 

units were taught chronologically and were identic®! to those 

outlined In the textbook used. 

The Experimental Group's Course 

For the first sewn week® of school, the experimental 

group studied the same two units that the control group did. 

However, after the pretesting, the experimental group studied 

in depth six topics in American history during the remainder 

of the school year. The length of time spent on each topic 

was four weeks. Included in Appendix B is an outline of 

content for the experimental group, . 

Studies In depth, m m centered around selected material® 

developed at Amherst College by the Secondary School History 

Consolttee and published by the D. C. Heath Company. The mate-

rial, Haw Dimensions' In American History consisted of a 

series of paperback booklets, each of which dealt with an 

important topic in American history. A Teacher's Edition 

accompanied each unit. 

The units were built primarily out of source material. 

Bather than asking the student to remember isolated facts, the 

units encouraged him to seek the possible waning, pattern, 

and coherence among a group of facts# 
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The booklets were developed around an approach to the 

study of history based on the following assumptions (5). 

1, History Is not a quest for "facts" and wtr@ndsw upon 

which there Is universal agreement. It Is a search for human 

understanding, 

2. Man cannot expect to find all the answers In a study 

of history, but he approaches history In an analytical fash-

Ion, fherefore, student® must analyze and organize material, 

They mist frame hypotheses, form generalizations, and at every 

stage ask questions. In a sense# students should write their 

own history. 

' 3. What is lost in traditional "coverage" Is more than 

compensated for toy making what is covered meaningful, while at 

the same time# developing a more desirable habit of mind. 

The approach to teaching outlined in the Teacher*s Edition 

was essentially the same for each topic. Each unit, in one 

way or another, asked the student, through a series of rela-

tively simple questions, to put into use and develop his 

powers of critical thinking and analysis. Each asked him to 

formulate hypotheses, frequently in writing, and to refine the 

hypotheses in the light of subsequent evidence. Each unit 

began with limited questions about specific pieces of evidence 

and encouraged the student to move outward toward usable gen-

eralisations (5# 12). 
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For the purpose of illustrating more- clearly the method 

of teaching utilized in the experimental classes, a more 

detailed description of one topic of study follow®, 

fhe topic of the 1920's focused on the broad question of 

what seemed to toe happening In Antrloa at that time and why. 

The topic was divided into seven partes 

Part One was entitled "The End of the War*H and it In-

cluded two prewar speeches by Woodrow Wilson, his 1918 speech, 

which included the Fourteen Points, a quotation from a dis-

illusioned soldier in Brnest Hemingway*s A farewell To Arms* 

and the Hew York Times1 account of the Armistice celebration. 

The student wm asked to write three brief paragraphs in which 

he answered these questions t 1. What was repealed about the 

wood of Americans? 2, What are the limits of any conclusions 

you can make? 3. What sorts of further Information would you 

need to make your conclusion more meaningful? (12). 

Part Two concerned the fight over the League of Nations. 

Speeches by Woodrow Wilson, Henry Cabot Lodge, and Warren 

Harding were included in the section. 3be Senate votes on the 

League of Nations and the 1920 election results made up the 

reminder of Fart Two. Among other things, students were asked 

to change any statements relating to Part One. The student was 

asked for a definition of "normalacy" and for a clarification 

of what Warren Harding meant by it (12). 
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Part Three was entitled "Voices of Business and Govern-

ment Leaders," and it included readings from Calvin Coolidge, 

Andrew Mellon, Frederick Taylor*s Scientific Management* 

Brace Barton*® |||g, g^n Nobody Knowsa Herbert Hoover, and 

Sinclair Lewis's novel, Babbitt. Student® were asked to syn-

thesize and generalize on the economic, social, and political 

attitudes and values expressed in the readings of Fart 2$iree 

(12). 

Part Four contained a large variety of statistical tables 

dealing with population, productivity, hourly wages, prices, 

labor union membership, savings# level of debt, and corporate 

income. Again the student was asked to use the statements 

either to defend or change previous hypotheses about the 

1920*8 (l2)» 

Part Five# "The Jazz Age," included a vast amount of 

miscellaneous information, isolated facts, headlines, and 

quotations concerning happenings of the day, The material was 

concerned with each year in the ten-year period from 1920 to 

1930 (12). 

Part Six, "Fundamentalism,H contained census material 

demonstrating the rural-urban shift of population, prohibition, 

and the Great Red Scare. Readings were included fro® Attorney 

General Palmer, the Ku Klux Klan, and the Scopes Trial in Ten-

nessee, The student was asked to re-examine previous assump-

tions, and he was instructed to re-interpret normalcy (12). 
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Part Seven included article® by three historians who 

tried to analyse the 1920*s# and the etudent was asked to come 

to a tentative conclusion, using specific references in the 

reading© (12), 

Data Collection 

Fretesting occurred during the last two weeks of October# 

1965# Post-testing was accomplished during the first two 

weeks of May# 1966, two weeks preceding toe. end of the school 

term# 

Some tests were administered by the researcher# and some 

were given by the teachers. Class periods were fifty-five 

minutes in length# said no instrument used required more than 

that time for administration. 

Alternate forms of the following measures were adminis-

tered to subjects before and after the experimental treatment s 

1* The Orary American History Test—"Hie test appears to 

be excellent in design and construction (1# p. 84) . B Th&re 

were ninety items in each form of the test which had been 

selected to represent those aims of the study of American his-

tory which were accepted as standard by the national Council 

for the Social Studies* The test was designed to measure mas-

tery of information, skills, understandings# and ability to 

interpret historical materials (l). The normative group con-

sisted of 6178 students in fifty-five schools# representing 
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twenty-one states throughout the country (4). Corrected 

split-half reliability coefficients of ,8? and .91 were 

reported. An alternate-form reliability of .86 was found 

based on the administration ©f both forms to ninety-eight 

students in one community with a week's interval between suc-

cessive administrations (4, p. 3). 

2. Iowa feet fif Educational Development. feet I, Under-

standing of Basic gQC.iftl Concepts—This test was designed to 

measure the pupils* general knowledge of social Institutions 

and practices. It included item® based on fundamental social 

concepts such as democracy, taxation, organised labor, immi-

gration* and the industrial Revolution, Th® items were 

designed to test Jenowledge and understanding of the origin and 

development of these institutions and practices* of their 

present operation in everyday life, and of the problems now 

faced with respect to them (6, p. 11). The wlthin-grades, 

within-schools reliability coefficient for Test I was reported 

as .92 for Foot X and .89 for Form Y (6). 

3. Iowa fggt o£ Educational Development. Test V, Ability 

M. ,&laSCTHffly.fc Rgtdina Materials jto £he Social Studies—"This 

test is concerned with the students1 ability to Interpret and 

evaluate representative reading selections taken fro® social 

studies textbooks and references, from magazines and newspaper 

articles on social problems, and from the literature of the 

social studies in general (6, p. 20)." The student was required 
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to evince the ability to "read between the lines,M to see 

the Implications of Ideas presented, and to evaluate the 

author^ approach and handling of the topic. A total of three 

hundred sixty-six schools In two hundred fifty-four school 

systems participated in the standardisation of the test, These 

systems were drawn from forty-eight states and Included a total 

of 148,580 student®, fee reported withln-grades, wlthin-schools 

reliability coefficient for feat ¥ was #91 for For® X and ,90 

for Form 1 (6). 

Cooperative. Social Studies tests* h m v M m History 

{Senior High)—Adequate content validity was reported for the 

test. Internal consistency reliabilities for the series were 

computed using the Kuder~Rlchardson Formula Twenty and were 

obtained from sub-sample© selected randomly from norms groups. 

The reliability coefficient for the American History Test 

was reported for both forms as .90. The alternate form reli-

ability coefficient was reported as ,79. Seventy-three public, 

Catholic, and independent schools participated in the standard-

ization of the test ( 3 ) . 

5. Watson-Qlaser Critical Thinking Appraisal—The test 

consisted of five subtests designed to measure different, 

though Interdependent aspects of critical thinking. The 

reported split-half reliability coefficient for the normative 

sample in grade ten for For® YM was reported as .86, and .81 

for Form ZM. The high school standardization group consisted 
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of 20,312 students in grades nine through twelve In fourteen 

school systems in thirteen states. Adequate content and con-

struct validity w w reported for the test (8). 

6. Principles of Democracy Test--This test measured 

knowledge and understanding of democratic principles as inter-

preted in the United States Constitution# the federal govern-

ment* and in election procedures. The standardization sample 

consisted of twenty schools in thirteen states and was drawn 

from the population of all schools that had administered the 

Iowa Test of Educational Development in the Spring of i960. 

This sample was stratified according to coosmmity size* Odd-

even and Kuder-Riohardson Formula Twenty reliability coeffi-

cients for grade ten were reported as .85. Adequate content 

and concurrent validity was claimed for the test (9). 

7. Test of Attitude Toward Any School Subject—3fais 

test was developed using Reamer*s generalized method, which is 

similar to the Thuretone method. The essential difference 

between the two methods lay in the assumption that an attitude 

toward any one or large group or class of objects can be meas-

ured with validity by a single scale. Considerable experimenta-

tion based on this hypothesis demonstrated its general validity 

with a large variety of attitude objects (10). The scale was 

constructed from one hundred fifty affective statements col-

lected from one hundred college freshmen themes written on 

school subjects liked or disliked, textbooks on methods of 
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teaching, ami statements written by the co-author of the test, 

the statements were sorted by one hundred eighty-nine college 

and high school students, and statements were scaled aocord-

tog to the equal ly-of ten-»no t iced -difference principle (u). 

Beyond their face validity these scales haw# demonstrated 

validity both against Thurstone1s specific scales, with which 

they show typically almost perfect correlation, and in differ-

entiating among attitudes known to differ among various groups 

C7h 

Application of the two forms in a considerable variety of 

situations end with different school subjects as the objects 

of attitudinal measurement yielded correlations ©f Form A with 

B ranging from .81 to ,90. Both high school and college stu-

dents were involved. Attitude© toward high school subjects 

varied in reliability from ,84 to M for one form, and for 

college students from .81 to .90 (ll). 

Saifi Observations 

Each of the six classes was visited five times during the 

experimental period, An effort was made to visit the experi-

mental and control classes on the same day, so that a compari-

son oould more easily be made of the activities of each ©lass 

at a given time. It was important to establish the fact through 

observations that a difference existed in the approach to teach-

ing which occurred in each group. Data were collected during 
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the experimental period which indicated that teachers under-

stood the difference between teaching in depth, as described 

in the experimental course, and teaching in the mode of the 

survey course. 

An observation checklist was devised to assist in provid-

ing evidence of this difference, the checklist* a sample of 

which is included in Appendix C, was based on the assumption 

that teaching in depth through an inductive method would 

result in a different type of questioning by teachers and 

students during class discussions, 

ffeetlms With Teachers 

Participating teachers met every four weeks with the 

researcher. During this time preplanning for both experimen-

tal and control classes was done. The following outline 

characterises the discussion at each of the meetings. 

I. Regarding the control class 

A. What are the specific objectives for the next 

unit of work? 

B. What are the major points of emphasis In the unit? 

0. What activities can best be utilised In emphasiz-

ing the major points and in fulfilling the objec-

tives for this unit? 

II. Regarding the experimental class 
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A. Specifically, what background material, if any, 

do students need prior to beginning the study 

of the next topic? 

B* How can this background material best be taught? 

C. How many class periods will be required? 

D. What additional references may be used during 

this study? 

1, What specific use can be made of library 

resources? 

III. ftegardlng both groups 

A. What problems, if any, have been encountered? 

B. How are classes progressing in relation to the 

time limitation for each unit or topic? 

C. What type of evaluation will be most appropriate 

for this unit or topic? 

Xn addition to the monthly meetings and the thirty class 

observations, teachers were contacted by the researcher In more 

informal ways during the experimental period. 

Xn all contacts and meetings it was emphasized that the 

teaching effort should be Just as great In teaching the control 

class as it was in teaching the experimental class, teachers 

were cautioned concerning carrying over thoughts and activities 

from the experimental class to the control class. Every effort 

was made to assure that Teacher A, who had two experimental and 

two control classes, planned the same activities for both 
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experimental classes and the same activities for both control 

Glasses. 

Procedures For treating Mfca 

All computations with data were mad© at tint Computer 

Center at North Texas Stat® University, 

The Jj. test for significance of differences between mean 

scores was used for testing the hypothesis of no difference 

between groups on intelligence at the beginning of the experi-

mental period. 

Testing hypotheses I through VIII required using the £ 

test for significance of differences between mean score gains 

for the two groups. 

it two by two factorial design was used in testing the 

hypothesis of no Interaction of teachers with teaching methods. 

The following formula, programmed at the Worth Texas 

State University Computer Center was used: 

. — Xj 
A. JL i r nr:':^' c^) 

where x^ stands for mean score gains for the experimental 

group* *j stands for mean score gains for the control group. 
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-t-Ij - 2 equal degrees of freedom. 

In all Instances the .05 level of Blgnifloance mm 

required to accept or repeat the null hypothesis, 
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CHAPTER I? 

PRESEJITATXON A ® ANALYSIS OP THE DATA 

In this chapter the resuits of the study have been organ-

ized Into three major sectionsi l. Pretest Characteristics 

of Subject©, 2. Testing of the Beseareh Hypotheses, and 3. 

Presentation of Bat© Fro® Classroom Observations. 

The primary purpose of each section of the analysis was 

to compare the gains In achievement In American history of 

hiĝ h school students in a depth course with the gain© in 

achievement of high school students in a breadth course. 

The statistical, results In this chapter have been presented 

In tabular form with both the one and five per cent levels of 

probability indicated• The text of the chapter was used pri-

marily to interpret and emphasise the data presented in the 

tables. 

Pretest Characteristics of Subjects 

Though students in School One were matched on the basis of 

intelligence test scores, sex, and grade level, students in 

School Two were matched only on grade level. This was because 

only one experimental and one control group could be utilized 

in School Two, and the groups were of different ability levels. 

In School One it was possible to use treatment groups of two 
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different ability leva la, aire rag© and above m m m g e . 

Because of this factor s necessary preliminary step to 

the analysis of the experimental results of the study involved 

determining whether the students in the control and experimen-

tal groups differed significantly from one another in ability 

as measured by a standardized group test of intelligence, 

All student® had taken tee SXA Test of Ideational AfejUitar* 

which yielded a composite score indioating intelligence* The 

neans and standard deviations of this pretest score for each 

group have been sunaarized in Table I. 

TABLE I 

SOHMAHY STATISTICS SIOWHH 3T0BSKT PEHPORWASCB 
ON THE SEA TEST OF KSOCATIONAI, ABILITY 

ACCORDING) TO GROUPS 

Group 
K«ll6 • Itean 

Standard 
Deviation 

Fisher*s 
t h, s, 

Control 
H=58 .m.,M 9..M 1.79 if K m 0 «i 

Experliaental 
H-58 , 2M,.ia ^ 9.48 

1.79 if K m 0 «i 

Control Above 
. Airftra®.* 1*19 X2Q..9Z 6.29. -1.31 Nf S 

Experimental 
A^ops. A3ppf|®r.r_ 1M,15 5,51 

-1.31 Nf S 

Control Aver-
.Hs|̂0,.r,rf„r.....,,.nT ,.T., 103.90 4.67 - .83 M# S 

Experimental 
Atomum. W-82 S ^ I _ 

- .83 M# S 
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km seen in fable X, the means of the experliaental and 

control groups were fairly close. However, the experimental 

group had the highest mean I. ft, score, Hie reverse of this 

was true when the whole groups were broken into the ability 

subgroups* 

The control above average subgroup was slightly more vari-

able than the experimental above average subgroup, As seen in 

Table I, the reverse was the ease with the average subgroups, 

When considered as the experimental and control groups, standard 

deviations were similar, 

Pretest scores of all group® were analyzed by the t test 

for significance of difference between mean scores, This was 

done to determine whether the difference in mean scores cited 

in Table I were statistically significant or meant the rejec-

tion of the null hypothesis involved, The given critical 

value of t at the .05 level was found to be 1.96 (3# p. ̂ 30). 

The computed t did not equal the critical value for the experi-

mental and control groups or for the subgroups. Therefore, the 

null hypothesis that treatment groups and subgroups did not 

differ significantly on the SRA Test of Educational Ability was 

accepted. 

Fisher's Js test was also applied to determine the signifi-

cant difference® which existed between treatment groups and 

between treatment subgroups on the seven pretests of achieve-

ment in various areas of American history and social studies* 
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Table II Indicates the mean scores, standard deviations^ and 

t scores for the experimental and control group®, 

TABLE II 

MEAN RAW SCORES, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AMD t SCORES FOR 
EXPERIMENTAL AMD CONTROL OROUFS ON PlffiTESTS 

Variable Expe: 
3 
rlmental 
9=58 

Control 
N»58 

Fisher*! 
t 

L. S. Variable 

M S. D. M "W 
. W # Jk) * Crary American 

PS^ory Tfft _ 40.47 10.4l 39.21 9.02 .69 N. S. 
Iowa Test of 
Educational 
Development, 
Test .1 -9.54 35.76 6.99 1.44 N. S. 
Iowa Test of 
Educational 
Development, 
Teat V - -32*20 . 8.76 30.67 8.10 2.04 .05 
Cooperative 
American 
Hlstorv Test 8.31 31.53 7.18 .49 N. S. 
Watson-Glaser 
Critical 
Thinking 
Appraisal, , . 59.66, 9.A1 8.61 1.23 N. S. 
Principles of 
Democracy 
Test - 3.3,12 8.91 31.14 7.34 1.30 M. S. 
Atiliude ) 
Toward 
American 
History 7.72 t,m - 1*19 -19 Al &.S. 

In all but one instance, mean scores were slightly higher 

for the experimental group. The control group's mean on the 

2© .Measure Attitude Toward American History was slightly 

higher. As noted in Table II, standard deviations were com-

parable on all measures for both groups. The difference 
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between mean scores on the lam Test of Educational Develop-

ment* Test X, Interpretation of Reading; Materials |n the 

Social Studies was significant at the ,05 level. The com-

puted Jj, value# 2,04, was more than the critical value, 1#9̂ # 

required for the .05 level. However, since comparison of 

treatment groups at the end of the experimental period wa® on 

the basis of mean gains, this was not considered to be a 

crucial point. Therefore, the null hypothesis of no difference 

between mean scores for experimental and control groups was 

accepted for each variable, except in the case of Test ¥ of 

fche Iowa Test of Educational Development, 

Table -III on the following page indicates similar data 

for the experimental and control above average subgroups* The 

hypothesis of no difference between mean scores for treatment 

groups was accepted in every instance, Ifean scores on the 

Wataon-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal and the Cooperative 

American History Test slightly favored the control group. 

As seen in Table I'll, standard deviations varied more for the 

subgroups on each measure than noted In Table II for whole 

treatment groups. However, standard deviations were comparable 

on all variables, except the Iowa Test of Educational Devel-

opment » T@st 1. 
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TABLE 111 

MEAN RAW SCORES, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, Af© t SCORES 
FOE EXPERIMENTAL AMD CONTROL ABOVE AVERAGE 

SUBGROUPS OH PRETESTS 

Variable Experimental 
_ ^ M=36 I 

Control 
N*19 

Fisher's 
£ 

L. s# 

I S. Di ; i S.D, 

Fisher's 
£ 

diary American 
History 
Test 46.06 7.94 46.00 6,84 .03 H* s , 
Iowa Test of 
Educational 
Development,, 
Test I 4 l . 81 8.91 40.58 3tT9 .56 N, 
Iowa 'Test of 
Educational 
Developmentj 
Test V 38.53 6.60 36.11 %%% 1.36 s. 
Cooperative 
American 
History 
Test 36.19 7.20 36.79 6.50 - . 30 N. s. 
Watson-Siaser 
Critical 
Thinking 
Appraisal 63.67 8.28 64.68 L_ - l M _ • N. s. 
Principles 
of Democ-
racy Test ..37.31 7.85 33.63 5.14 .82 ,„.K. 
Attitude 
Toward 
Aiaerlesn 
History £«;15,„ «35 7*99 . «7«> . ,1,21 >J§UL_-

Table IV shows comparative data for the experimental and 

control average subgroups. 
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TABXX If 

mm RAW m a t t * SfAI©A® USflAflOM, M © t 3GGW3 
fos sxherxmsntai, amp C0NTB0& m z m m 

wamm m m ww^mm 

Variable Exp.rli»ntel 
B'SSt. __ 

Control 
N«39 

?i®h®F#e 
i 

!#• S« Variable 

K ##,rn. I 

?i®h®F#e 
i 

!#• S« 

Crary Kitvfiia 
Hlitonr Utest 31.32 35.90 8. OS -t.SO ' .«.<» 

M. S. 
Iowa fest of 
Educational 
Development, 
Teat 1 31.8a . JLtSfc 33, hi 7.00 - .84 

' .«.<» 

M. S. 

Iowa feat of 
Educational 
Development, 
m% i r j ,£§»35i 6.20 28.06 .7.92 - .86 N. S. 
©©operative 
American 
Hiatory 
feat 85.77 5.48 28.9? 6*01 

* 

-2.03 .05 
Waiaon-ilafer" 
Oritleal 
Thinking 
Appraisal 53.09 . 7.30 5*. 10 7.08 - .52 H» S* 
Principles of 
Democracy 
$1&L 26.27 5.76 28.95 7.26 -1.46 N. S. 
Attitude 
Toward 
American 
History „ 7.91 1.06 ..Ml..,, .82 _-.S*8& .01 

As noted In fable IV, the hypothesis of no difference 

between mean scores for treatment groups was rejected in the 

saw of the §.fiM toward American History* the Crary 

Sfetfe* and the Cooperative American History 

$£Si« ®*« difference between groups on th@ latter two measures 

was found to be significant at the ,05 level, and th® difference 
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between group® on the measure of attitude was significant at 

the .01 l©vel« In these three instance® the computed t passed 

the required critical ratio, Also, in these three instances 

differences were in favor of the control average subgroup» 

However, since mm gains were used in comparing treatment 

groups, this initial difference between groups on these three 

measures was not considered to be crucial. 

The Testing Of The Research Hypotheses 

The basic purpose of this study was to compare the rela-

tive gains by students in the treatment groups on seven 

measures of achievement related to American history. This 

involved the statistical testing of nine hypotheses. 

For the testing of the first eight hypotheses# Fisher*s t 

technique was used to test the significance of differences 

between mean gains obtained by the two treatment groups. 

Testing hypothesis nine necessitated the use of the com-

plex analysis of variance technique. A two by two design as 

described in McNemar (3* pp. 310-317) yielded a test for 

interaction of teachers with teaching approaches. 

Ifet g,l.fg,t Hypothesis 

The first hypothesis was stated a® follows t The mean 

gain made by the experimental group on the Crary American 

History Test will be significantly greater than the mean gain 

made by the control group. The findings of hypothesis one are 

presented in Table V, 
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MEAN GAIN, STANDARD DEVIATION, AMD FISHER'S t SCORE 
FOR TRKATMEKT GROUPS OK THE CKABY 

AMERICAN HISTOHY TEST 

104 

Group Mean Sain Standard 
Deviation 

fisher*s 
& 

I#, S, 

Experimental 
1=50 . . 5,76 6.34 ,62 N. S. 

Control 
H=58 4.86 3*78,, 

Examination of fable V reveals a % of .62, which was not 

significant at the .05 level of confidence, The null hypothe-

sis of no difference between treatment groups was accepted, 

and the first research hypothesis was rejected. 

The Second Hypothesis 

The second hypothesis was stated as follows s The mean 

gain made by the experimental group on the Iowa Test of Bflnt-

Sevelopment» Teat 1, Understanding of Basic Social 

ij will be significantly greater than the mean gain 

made by the control group, Table VI indicates the findings 

regarding the second hypothesis. 

The t score of 1.36 as shown in Table VI did not reach 

the required level of significance, The difference in gains 

made by the experimental group and by the control group on 

Teat 1, Understanding the Basic Social Concepts* was not 
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significant. Therefore, the second research hypothesis was 
rejected, as analysis indicated that the difference between 

the two groups was likely attributable to chance fluctuation. 

TABLE VI 

mm 0AXN, STANDARD DEVIATION* A ® PISHKR'S t SCO® 
FOR TREATMENT QROUPS 01 THE IOWA TEST OP 

EDUCATIONAL DEVELOBKKT, TEST I 

Group Mean Qain Standard 
Deviation 

Fisher*• 
t 

I*, s 

Experimental 
1=58 2.16 4.88 1.36 N. S 

Control 
N=58 •86 5.a» ,, 

1.36 

' Th® Third Hypothesis 

The third hypothesis stated that the mean gain made by 

the experimental group on the Iowa Test of Educational Devel-

opment* Test X* Ability To Interpret Reading Materials In The 

Social Studies would be significantly greater than the mean 

gain made by the control group. The finding® of the third 

hypothesis are shown in Table VII. 

As indicated in Table VII, the t score of . 63 was not 

significant. Differences in the mean gain made by the experi-

mental group and by the control group on Test V of Hie Iowa 

Test of. Educational Development could not be attributed to 

either experimental or control treatments on the basis of the 
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findings. Therefore, the third research hypothesis was not 

accepted* 

TAM: VII 

MEAH 0AIN, STAHDARD DEVIATION* AND FISHE8»S t SCORE 
FOR TREA^HENT 0KQUPS OK W E IOWA TIST W 

m m m t m m h i s m m m m m , TEST ? 

Group Mean Gain Standard 
Deviation 

Fisher's 
1 

s» 

Bxpttriaeiital 
»»58 . .. 3.7* 5.71 •63 ft* s 

Control 
S*^8. 

— > 

•63 

•Its# fourth hypothesis was stated as follows* ttie mean 

gain made by the experimental group on the Cooperative America; 

H»fe«Er ftliS will be signifioantly greater than the mean gain 

made by the control group, Data regarding the fourth hypoth-

esis are presented In Tablo VIII, 

As Indicated in Table VIII, the mean gain for the control 

group was greater than the mean gain for the experimental 

group. However, the £ of -,97 wan not significant at the .05 

level. ttws different© between mean® shown in Table 

VIII were attributed to chance fluctuations, and the fourth 

research hypothesis wag not accepted# 
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TABLE VIII 

MEAN GAIN, STANDARD DEVIATION, At® FISHER'S t SCORE 
FOR TREATMENT GROUPS ON THE COOPERATSVf 

AMERICAN HISTORY TEST 

Group Mean Gain Standard 
Deviation 

Fisher's 
I 

L. S. 

Experimental 
K*58 2.64 6,35 . . '' -•97 N. S. 

Control 
N---58 J.»,M 6.02 

-•97 

2ha Fifth Hypothesis 

The fifth hypothesis stated; The mean gain made by the 

experimental group on the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking 

Appraisal will be significantly greater than the mean gain 

made by the control group# Table IX susmarlzes the findings 

of this hypothesis• 

TABLE IX 

MEAN GAIN, STANDARD DEVIATION, AND FISHER'S t SCORE 
FOR TREATMENT GROUPS ON THE WATSON-GLASlR 

CRITICAL THINKING APPRAISAL 

Group Mean Gain Standard 
Deviation 

Fisher's 
t 

L. S. 

Experimental 
N»58 3.71 7.m .39 N. S. 

Control 
M«58 IsJi, , 7.08 1 

.39 N. S. 
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The findings shown In fable II Indicated that the obtained 

difference in the fifth hypothesis was not significant at the 

.05 level* The mean gain was only slightly in favor of the 

experimental group« Since the method of teaching employed in 

the experimental group was one which had as an objective the 

cultivation of critical thinking ability, the fifth hypothesis 

was a toy on®, However# the t value of *39 seen in Table IX 

did not reach the required level of 1 . 9 6 , and the fifth 

research hypothesis was not substantiated. 

The Sixth Hypothesis 

The sixth hypothesis was stated as follows? The mean gain 

made by the experimental group on the Principles of 

Test will be significantly greater than the mean gain made by 

the control group. The findings are reported in Table X. 

TABLE X 

MkM mm, STANDARD ©IVIATIOM, AND FISHERY t SCORE 
FOR TREATMENT GROWS GM THE m i m X T J M 

OP DEMOCRACY TEST 

Group Mean Sain Standard 
Deviation 

Fisher's 
$L 

L. S« 

Experimental 
,..JWg - - 3.71 5.25 .64 N. S, 

Control 
N=58 — itM. , .5..6* 
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As was the case In fable VIII, the mean gain shown In 

Table X was slightly in favor of the control group* However, 

the obtained difference between the two groups was not sig-

nificant, Therefore, the hypothesis of no difference between 

groups was accepted, and the sixth research hypothesis was 

repeated, 

the Seventh Hypothesis 

The seventh hypothesis stated? Students taught in the 

experimental group will show a significantly greater mean gain 

in attitude toward American history aa measured by Reamer fe 

Test of Attitude Toward Any School Subject than those taught in 

the control group. The findings are reported In Table XX. 

MAUI *p vt 4tw«iS JmL 

MEAN GAINS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AMD FISHER'S t SCORE 
fOH TREATMENT GROUPS ON KBMKBR'S TEST OF 
ATTITUDE TOWARD ANY SCHOOL SUBJECT 

Group Mean Gain Standard 
Deviation 

Fisher1b 
t 

Xf» s 

Experimental 
N*58 .14 1.19 2.83 .01 

Control 
M«58 .51... 

2.83 .01 
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The findings reported in Table XI indicated a signifi-

cant difference between the control group and the experimental 

group in attitude toward American history as measured by Rem-

itter1 s scale# The obtained t of 2.83 show in Table XI was 

significant at the .01 level. In this instance* the null 

hypothesis was rejected, and evidence indicated that the dif-

ference between the two groups was not due to chance variation® 

alone. The obtained difference was in favor of the experimen-

tal group. As shown in the table, the control group evidenced 

a mean loss in attitude score. 

The Eighth Hypothesis 

The eighth hypothesis was concerned with whether or not 

the experimental treatment produced significantly greater gains 

for the above average subgroup than it did for the average 

subgroup, ©lis hypothesis was stated as follows t ®iere will 

be no significant difference in the mean gain made on each 

of the measures by the average and above average experimental 

groups. Findings are surm&rized in Table XIX. 

As seen in Table II on th© following page, the eighth 

hypothesis was verified in every Instance. The obtained £ 

score for differences between groups on each measure did not 

reach the required value for the .05 level of significance. 

In each case the null hypothesis was accepted, as such differ-

ences which did occur between groups was attributed to chance 

rather than to the experimental treatment. 
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TABUS XII 

SEVEN MEASURES OF ACHICTIMEHT 

Variable Above Average Ave* •age Fisher1® 
& 

L. S. Variable 

% g ^ - g — .S#. 

Fisher1® 
& 

L. S. 

Srary 
American 
History 
Test 6.61 . 6.04 . ̂ .36 _ 6.58 - I*.SL , 3..». 
torn feii of 
Educational 
Development* 
Test I g.4& 5.12 ..1.73 N. S. 
Iowa"Test of 
Educational 
Development* 
Test V 3.17 4.92 4.68 .JL2Q^ _—tSL H. S. 
Cooperative 
American 
History 
Test ^ 3,19 5.44 _ 1.72 _ 1.51 .84 H. S. 
fatsori-® laser 
Critical 
Thinking 
Anoraisal 3.56 : 6.58 3.95 ~ . * — 

K. S. 
Principles, of 
Democracy 
Test 4.64 4.89 2.18 N. S. 

JBLfa-Jji*. 

Attitude 
Toward 
American 
History M fJ29. . .07 

N. S. 

JBLfa-Jji*. 

On two of the variables, Test V of the Iowa Test of Educa-

tional Development and the Watson-Glaser Critical 

Appraisal. gains were in favor of the average subgroup, 
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The Ninth Hypothesis 

The ninth hypothesis stated? There will fee no signifi-

cant interaction between teachers and teaching approaches on 

each of the manures used in the study* A two toy two factorial 

design m used to test for Interaction on each variable. In 

testing the ninth hypothesis, it was necessary to create 

seven subhypotheset# The subhypotheses are stated as follows! 

1. There will toe no significant interaction between 

teachers and teaching approaches on the Crarv American History 

Test. 

2, There will be no significant interaction between 

teachers and teaching approaches on the Iowa Test of Educa-

tional Development, Test 1. 

3# There will be no significant interaction between 

teachers and teaching approaches on the Iowa Test of Educa-

tional Developments Test 

4. Hfeere will be no significant interaction between 

teachers and teaching approaches on the Cooperative Ataerlean 

History Test. 

5. ®iere will be no significant interaction between 

teachers and teaching approaches on the yatson-Qlaser Critical 

6. There will be no significant interaction between 

teachers and teaching approaches on the Principles of Democ-

racy Test. 
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7. There will be no significant interaction between 

teachers and teaching approaches on Reiamer's Test of 

Toward Any School Subject. 

fables XIII through XIX sumnrnriae the findings for the 

sewn subhypotheses of the ninth research hypothesis* 

TABLE XIII 

SUMMABY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON Til 
CHARY AMERICAN HISTORY TEST 

Source Sum of 
Mmm® 

d. f. Variance 
Estimate 

? 
Value L. S 

Teachers 123.35 1 123.35 2.07 N. S 

Approaches 23.31 1 23.31 .396 N. S 

Interaction .75 1 .75 .01 N. S, 

Within 6683.42 112 59.67 — — 

Total 6830.83 115 — — 

As shown in Table XIII, the F-values were not significant. 

In the ease of the two main effects, students1 performance on 

the ffrary American History Test did not differ significantly 

in regard either to teachers or to teaching approaches. The 

null hypothesis tested was no interaction of teachers with 

teaching approaches. Since the F-value for interaction did not 

reach the required ratio of 3.93 for the .05 level, the null 
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hypothesis was accepted, Subhypothesis one was# therefore, 

substantiated, 

TABLE XIV 

SUMMARY OF AMALYSIS OP VAR1AMCI OF THE IOWA TEST 
OF EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT TEST I 

Source"" Sum of 
Sauare© f 

Variance 
Estimate 

F 
Value L. S. 

Teachers 18.86 1 18.86 .72 N. S. 

Approaches 48.49 1 48.49 1.84 N. S. 

Interaction 1 1.49 1 1.49 .06 N. S. 

Within 2954.15 112 26.38 

Total • 3022.99 115 

Table XIV indicates non-significant F-values for teachers, 

approaches, an# interaction* Therefore# the null hypothesis 

were accepted in each instance, Subhypothesis two was verified 

by the finding© reported in Table XIV. 

The findings reported in Table XV on the next page evi-

denced the uniformity of gains made by students on the Iowa 

Test pff Educational Development* Teat V under each of the 

main effects# 
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mmwm m AKJULYSIS OF VAHIANCS m *sm IOWA TEST 
CP I£ft?€ATXQHA£» M m O f W I f «ST V 
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Source Sum of 
Stuarts d. f. 

Variance 
Estimate 1 

t 
Value L. S. 

Teachers 100.67 1 100.67 2.82 N. S. 

Approaches 14.49 1 14.49 ,41 M. S. 

Interaction 23.93 1 23.93 »6? H. S. 

Within 4000.45 112 35*?2 — — 

Total *139.54 
^ jlr(J( f ̂  i 
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Tha computed F-valuea did not reach tl* required level of 

significance with 112 subject# and 1 degree of freedom* There* 

tore, the hypotheeea of no difference for each of the two main 

effects «**« accepted. Subhypotheeis three of m Interaction 

between teachers and teaching approaches was also accepted, 

fatel® m on the following page report® findings from the 

analysis of variance on the Ooopegatlw African History fast. 
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STOIARY Of ANALYSIS Of VAMAHCE ON THE 
COOPERATIVE AMERICAH HISTORY TEST 
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Source 
Sum of 
Scmares 

Variance 
Estimate 

P 
Value I*# s. 

Teachers 12-39 1 12.39 .32 1. s. 

Approaches 36.42 1 36.42 .95 M. S. 

Interaction 155.08 1 155.08 4.07 .05 

Within 4270.54 112 38.13 — mm- mm 

Total 4474.43 115 «** 

Sie null hypothesis of no difference between end of row 

scores (teachers) was accepted. The F-value seen la Table XVI 

was not significant at the ,05 level* 

The null hypothesis of no difference between end of column 

scores (approaches to teaching) was also accepted, as the com-

puted F-wlu® was not significant at the .05 level. 

Table XVI indicates# however, significant interaction of 

teachers with teaching approaches. The null hypothesis of no 

interaction of teachers with teaching approaches was rejected 

at better than the .05 level of confidence# 

To determine the location of this lack of uniformity of 

performance among subjects* the mean of each cell was com-

puted. Fisher's t test for significance of difference between 
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M U means was utilized* After testing for iignlfleanc© of 

differences between all possible cell combinations, it was 

found that no j| value computed reached the required level of 

1,96* However, th© % more for difference between teach#** A 

on approach one and Teacher B on approach one was 1.91. Since 

the overall F-valm of 4,06 reported in fable m was slgnlf-

loant by only .13, It was assumed that the differences Indi-

cated by the £ seore of 1,91 were the source of the Inconsistency 

indicated by the overall P-value reported in Table XVI, The £ 

score of 1,91 was. therefore, accepted as significant. 

It was concluded that Teaoher B was wore effective with 

approach one' than 'Mscher A was# insofar as saean gain® found 

for student# m the poomrfMiat #afeylqaa fe§,t« 

SBMMUff 

m i x r a 
AMftlXam OF VAKXAKOB 01 m WATSQN-QLASEK 
CRITICAL THXJtlllKI MPMXSAL 

Source 
Sun of 
SaURI1#® 

Variance 
Estimate 

P 
r -W»t 

Teachers 58*99 1 58,99 1.02 K. S, 

Approaches 8.82 1 8,82 .16 H. S, 

Interaction 14.05 1 14.05 .24 N« S, 

Within 6500.57 112 58.04 — 

Total 6582.44 113 ww *m tm fNHt *$«r 
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The F-valw#® reported in fable X V I I were not eigniflQ«at 

*t the #05 level# flie null hypotheses were accepted* sad «uto-

hypothesis five of the ninth research hypothesis w a s verified* 

Table W i l l # which follows* summarizes results of the 

analysis of variance o n the frlnel»lea of m t m r n r m y Test. 

SUMMARY 

TABLE X V I I I 

AHALSfSIS OF ? A R I « 0 8 M B * R » e X 9 U B 
ttBttGRACT T E S T 

Source S u n of d* f * Variance 9 
Value 

L . 8, 

Teachers 21.68 1 21,68 .74 N . 8. 

approaches 12,45 1 10.45 ,42 H . 3, 

Interaction 126,49 1 186,49 .43 a, a. 

Within 3295*24 112 29.42 — 

Total 3455.86 115 W# Drtc w* ##< 

Hie findings reported In Table XVIII gave evidence of the 

consistency of the two main effects of students* gains on the 

M § & * Subhypothesis eix of no inter-

action between teachers awl teaching approaches w m accepted# 

tfcbl* H I o n the following page summarises the findings 

f o r the analysis of variance on Reuner's Teot 

f m m M Any. Sclpial. Subject. 
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SSMHAHY OF ANALYSIS Of VARIAHCB ON E i W ' S TEST 
OF ATTIT0BE TOWARD A W SCHOOL SQBJBCT 
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Source Sua of far latin® P 
, ... . Estimate . Value L, s. 

Teachers .001 1, ,001 ,001 N, S. 

Approaches 12,91 l 12.91 7.89 # 01 

Interaction .29 1 .29 ,11 N, S, 

Within 183#23 112 1,64 ft***!* -

Total 196,43 115 

The results indicated in Table XIX verified the results 

reported and discussed for hypothesis sewn. The obtained 

F~value for the main effect ©f approaches to teaching on 

Rewser's fpt $£ Toward Any School Subiest was sig-

nificant at better than ,01 level. The required F-value 

for the ,01 level with 112 subjects and 1 degree of freedom 

was 6,89 (1), The obtained F-value, aa seen in Table XIX 

was 7*89* 

To ascertain the direction of the difference, the mean 

scores for the teachers and approaches mm checked* Til® 

evidence indicated that students taught in the experimental 

group evidenced a more significant gain in attitude toward 

American history as measured by Rammer's Test g£ Attitude 
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Toward Any School Subject than did students taught In the 

control group* 

Subhypothesis seven, which stated there would be no sig-

nificant interaction between teacher® and teaching approaches, 

was accepted on the basis of the non-significant obtained 

P-value reported in Table XIX, The fact that no interaction 

was found strengthened the conclusion which was drawn concern-

ing the effect of the experimental treatment upon the attitude 

of students toward American history, 

Data From Classroom Observations 

jDurlng the experimental period thirty classroom observa-

tions were made by the researcher. The primary purpose for 

the observations wa© to establish the fact that difference® 

did occur in teaching methods used and in content covered 

between the experimental and the control groups. Students did 

not appear to be inhibited by theae observations. This was 

due# in part# to the fact that students were already accus-

tomed to the presence of the observer since the observer had 

also administered pretest® to the classes, Student teachers 

and student observers fro® the local college were also present 

in these classes at various time® during the year# 

A checklist baaed on ideas presented in a speech delivered 

by Walter Vaetjen at the 1965 Conference of the Texas Associa-

tion for Supervision said Development was devised* In the 
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speech, Waetjen distinguished between types of teaching toy-

describing types of questions used toy teachers In the class-

room. Prom these ideas, It was hypothesized that a difference 

in methods used in the experimental group and in the control 

group could be established toy observing the types of questions 

asked by teachers and by students, A copy ©f the observation 

checklist is found In Appendix 0. 

Since the emphasis In the control group was upon coverage 

of material and acquisition of factual information, it was 

assumed that the use of memory-type questions would predominate« 

The method of teaching in the experimental classes was 

Inductive In nature. It was# therefore, assumed that questions 

which sought to discover and test hypotheses would be utilised 

to a large degree by teachers, 

After each day's observation a conference was held with 

the teacher in an effort to emphasize the difference which 

should exist in teaching the two groups. 

Results of these observations in terms of the number and 

type of questions asked are summarized in fable M, on the 

next page. 

Observations indicated that teachers in the experimental 

classes asked very few questions that necessitated recall of 

facts. As seen In fable XX, the emphasis in questioning was 

upon discovery and testing of hypotheses, drawing conclusions, 

predicting consequences, clarifying, and inferring. Very 
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little of this type of questioning was observed in the control 

classes, Most all class discussions to the control group 

revolted around memory-type questions. 

Student participation was more pronounced in the experi-

mental elassee where students were given an opportunity to 

explore# to challenge, and to discover hypotheses* Participa-

tion by the students in control classes was less spontaneous, 

and the class periods tended to be more teacher-dominated, 

tabu; m 

SUMMARY OF OTIS Of TEACHER-STUDENT OTST10NS 
BASED ON THIRTY CLASS OBSERVATIONS 

Type of Question 
Experimental T Control 

Type of Question Mo, of oSeltfonit No. of Questions Type of Question 
•mrnMr Student " Wftpwv. Student ' 

M w r a r " . &t M I \" IBS ' •"'"if "' 
discovering 
Hypotheses 53 20 8 0 
Testing' 

. .ppothes®! 45 30 . 2 0 
11# If ijjfl £ 
$l«telMng 36 15 15 5 
Integrating"* 
XnfoKpisqt 4l 3 23 0 
Rawing 
Concision® 25 0 5 0 
Iredfetlng 
GonsequencetL _ 4 2 4 0 
Frobing Beliefs 
and Attitudes 22 6 6 0 

TOTAL 250 90 248 19 

Based on fifteen observations in each group, the mean num-

ber of questions asked by the experimental teachers per period 
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nas sixteen and seven-tenths. The mean number of questions 

asked by teachers In the control classes per observation was 

sixteen and three-tenths. 

Based on the same number of observations for each group, 

the mean number of questions asked by students In the experi-

mental group per observation was six* One and twenty-six 

hundredths questions were asked per observation by students 

in the control group. 

From fable XX and from the above figures, it can be seen 

that teachers did not differ greatly in the number of questions 

asked* but they did differ In the type of questions asked* 

Students not only differed In the type of questions asked* but 

they also differed in the number of questions asked* 

A general description of the class activity was also 

written at the end of each observation, CM occasions* addi-

tional comments regarding methods, content* or student 

reactions were made on the checklist. In all instances the 

information was made available to the teacher. 

Following are entries on two different days for each 

teacher» which are submitted as samples. 

Date i 12/1/65 

Groups Experimental 

Teacher t A 

Description of class activity* Discussion of the Articles 

of Confederation, Discussion centered around the powers 
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of the government, weaknesses of the Articles# and prob-

lems encountered. fhe teacher had students read aloud 

from source material concerning the powers of government. 

Coiaments it The teacher wad® too many generalisations and 

summations for the students* It would be better to allow 

students to make generalizations concerning powers rather 

than talc# each power individually* fhe teacher demanded 

that student# be specific in their statements. lie encour-

aged students to mate greater use of why questions. 

Date s 12/1/65 

Groupi Control {Average) 

Teacher: A 

Description of ©lass activity* Students were being 

reviewed by the teacher for a test on the American Revolu-

tion. Share was some discussion of the social and political 

results of the Revolution* fhe teacher stressed the provi-

sions and implications of the Land Ordinances of 1785 and 

1?8?, 

>i fhe class period was teacher-dominated. Ques-

tions and answer technique used exclusively, 'There was a 

definite emphasis on knowledge of specific facts. 
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Date i 12/2/65 

Groupt Experimental 

Teacher t B 

Description of class activity* Class discussion on the 

Articles of Confederation. 

i; Good «8® of questioning concerning critical 

point® discussed in readings. Student participation much 

better when teacher asked questions which required stating 

and Justifying m opinion. Teacher needs t© work on help-

ing students male© more skillful summations when a variety 

of opinions are expressed. 

Date 1 12/2/65 

Groupt Control 

Teachers B 

Description of class activity* Student® were reading and 

dismissing the Constitution, Class activity consisted 

largely of oral, around-the-roora reading of sections of 

the Constitution, Tin® teacher mad© ranch us® of the' ques-

tion, "What doe® that mean?" 

•J Teacher was somewhat reluctant to explore issues 

with students, She needed to capitalize more on students* 

interests. However, great difference noted in methods 

employed in these two classes today# 
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Datei 3/23/66 

Groups Experimental (above average} 

Teacher: k 

Description of class activity! Class was studying the 

Missouri Compromise. During the first few minute®# the 

conditions necessary to mates the Compromise work were 

reviewed cooperatively by teacher Mid students. The stu-

dents had written a paper on the following Question: Was 

the Missouri Compromise political statesmanship or unwise 

evasion? In class, students were asked to answer the ques-

tion as they had done in their paper and to give two 

reason® for their answer# Evidence of good seasoning by 

students was displayed. Student® on opposing side of the 

question then exchanged papers .and evaluated them in terms 

of reasoning and sources of evidence# Hie teacher spent 

sow of the period helping students arrive inductively at 

an answer regarding the permanency of the Missouri Compro-

mise, 

Commentst Very stimulating exchanges among the students* 

Interest was high, fhe teacher played the role of a clari-

fler most of the discussion period. He offered information 

when needed# Excellent student participation, and much 

evidence of critioal thinking by students. 
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Date* 3/23/66 

Group2 Control (above average) 

Teacher s A 

Description of class activity 8 At the beginning of til® 

period, a short test was given on the Civil War. Only 

on© of the ten questions asked was not a memory-type 

question. Oral reports were given by students on the 

following topics! drafting and conscription! the Confed-

eracy, England, and the United States? and the Confederacy* 

Mexico, and franc®* 

it From observing both ©lasses today# there was 

seen a difference between the two groups in type of methods 

used by teacher# 

Date J 4/14/66 

Group 8 Experimental 

Teacher % B 

Description of class activity! for the first tm minutes 

of the period, student® were instructed to complete the 

reading of Part VI in the booklet on the 1920*8. A lively 

discussion was carried on during the remainder of the 

period# The discussion ©entered around the question of 

what was happening in America during the era. 

Hone* 
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Dates 4/15/66 

Teacher s B 

Description of ©las© activity! The first half of the 

period consisted of a lecture given toy the teacher on 

the Federal Reserve System, Baring the last half of the 

period# students were given a test over Chapter 24 la the 

textbook. 

It was concluded fro® thirty classroom observations that 

teachers -did understand the difference in the type of teaching 

as described for each group In Chapter III, fhe outlined eon-

tent for each group was studied within the time Halts Imposed 

upon the teachers and students# 
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CHAPTER ¥ 

SUMMARY, CONCUJSXOJiS, m> EECOMMENDATIONS 

Svmmvf 

The purpose of this study was to test the effectiveness 

of studies to depths utilising selected materials which tod 

been developed for teaching high school American history, A 

depth approach to teaching high school American history was 

defined and described, This approach was contrasted with 

the traditional survey course and the breadth approach to 

teaching utilised in the control class©®* 

the approach to teaching in the experimental group was 

inductive in nature* Studsnts studied six topics in depth 

and utilized many primary sources. Students were encouraged 

to discover and test hypotheses and to arrive at their own 

generalisations concerning the selected topics in American 

history, The selected materials utilized in the experimen-

tal group were six booklets developed at Amherst College by 

the Secondary School History Committee» these booklets were 

published by the D. C, Heath Company, 

The primary concern in the control group was as thorough 

a coverage as possible of the entire scope of America1s his-

tory. The method of teaching was primarily concerned with 

130 
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reading the textbook, discussing the assigned reading In class* 

and testing students for recall of facts and specific informa-

tion. 

The following hypotheses were formulated in the studyI 

1. The mean gain made by the experimental group on the 

Cranr American History Tett will 'be aignificantly greater than 

the mean gain wide by the control group, 

2, The a»an gain made by the experimental group on the 

Iowa Test g£ Development, Te^t g$ 

Si .Hilt, SSS&k SEESBM# will be significantly greater than 

the mean gain wade by the control group* 

3# The mm .gain made by the experimental group on the 

M m fg.il .of.. Educational Peveloi»ent> Teat ¥* Ability fo 

Mmsmto ISSSteE m i ^ l y M & £ ®m&l Studies will be 

significantly greater than the mean gain made by the control 

group. 

The mean gain wade by the experimental group on the 

I m M M m Hiitowr Teat will be significantly greater 

than the mean gain made by the control group* 

5, The mean gain niade by the experimental group on the 

Wataon-glaaer flgjfelol Thlitfelm Appraisal will be significantly 

greater than the mean gain made by the control group. 

6* The f»an gain made by the experimental group on the 

felMMIfift t£. Democracy feat will be aignificantly greater 

than the mean gain made by the control group. 
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7. Students taught in the experimental group will 

show a significantly greater mm gain in attitude toward 

American history m measured by Renames feet of Attitude 

Toward Any School Subject than those taught in the control 

group, 

8. There will be no significant difference in the mean 

gains made ©n each of the above measures by the average and 

above average experimental subgroups, 

9. There will be no significant interaction of teachers 

with teaching approaches on each of the measures used in the 

study. 

The study was conducted during the 1965-66 school year 

i n the two senior high schools of a suburban cooRzunity of 

sixty thousand people* She two schools were similar in else 

and in the soeio-economic statue of the student bodies• 

Subjects in the study were one hundred sixteen tenth 

grade students# Two teachers participated* and each taught 

experimental and control classes, 

in School One, students were matched on the basis of 

grade level# sex, and I. Q. scores. While in School Two# 

students were matched only on the basis of grade level# 

•The experimental and control groups were equated on the 

basis of I. Q, scores on the SKA Test qff Educational Ability. 

This test had been administered the preceding school year# 
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Data collection was accomplished by mean® of pre and 

post testing, and fey thirty classroom observations made toy 

the researcher. Appropriate statistical techniques mm 

utilized# 

When comparing mean gain® of the experimental group with 

those of the control group, differences significant at the *05 

level or better were not found on six of the seven measures of 

achievement# The first six hypotheses of the study were not 

confirmed toy the finding®. 

Differences between the experimental and control group® 

on mean gain in attitude toward American history a® measured 

toy Reassert Jfrpflj jj£ Toward &££ MSSi. Subject were 

found to toe significant at better than the *01 level, fhi© 

difference was in favor of the experimental group# Therefore, 

hypothesis seven was substantiated* 

though difference® on six of the seven measures were not 

found to toe significant, mean gain® were in favor of the 

experimental group on all measures except the Cooperative 

llgtel I M t m 2U& the Principles of Democracy feet, 

the eighth hypothesis was concerned with whether or not 

the experimental treatment produced significantly greater 

mean gains for the above average subgroup than it did for the 

average subgroup, fhe eighth hypothesis was verified# as the 

obtained 1 score for differences between groups on each 



measure did not reach the required value for the .05 level 

of significance. 

The analysis of variance technique was applied for mean 

gain# on each measure to test the ninth hypothesis of no 

interaction between teachers and teaching approach#®, The 

hypothesis was accepted in every instance except one. On 

the Cooperative American History Test a significant interaction 

was indicated# The F-value for difference® between approaches 

on the measure of attitude toward American history was also 

found to be significant at the .01 level. 

It was concluded from thirty classroom observations that 

teachers did understand the difference to the type of teach-

ing as described for the experimental group and for the control 

group* Hie outlined content for each group was studied within 

the time limits imposed upon the teachers and the students. 

Conclusions 

Within the limits of this study* the following conclusions 

have been made? 

1# One irn̂ or conclusion from the experimental findings 

summarised in the preceding section is that high school stu-

dents may be taught American history by either the depth or 

the breadth approach without lowering achievement of factual 

information. This conclusion verifies the findings by Johnson 

in 1959 (l). The conclusion is based on the premise that the 
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achievement tests used in the study mm valid, widely used 

tests which measured a factual knowledge of American history# 

government, aad social concepts from the Colonial Era to the 

present. The content of such achievement test® highly 

favored the control group which received the survey course. 

Although ml increase in measured achievement was associ-

ated with both experimental and control courses, neither 

treatment was superior in this regard on test® designed for 

typical breadth course®. This finding 1® important because 

many high school teachers have seemed to believe that a breadth 

course is a superior means of ensuring a high degree of achieve-

meat in American history. Other educators have expressed the 

view that breadth courses are ©ore successful than depth 

course® in meeting the needs of groups with high academic abil-

ity. Perhaps with the added evidence from this study# high 

school teachers and curriculum workers will feel free to develop 

the depth courses which some historians and educators have 

advocated a® a better means of accomplishing some other major 

objectives of history teaching. 

2. Students may be taught by either depth or breadth 

approaches as outlined in this study without significantly 

affecting the ability to think critically.. The experimental 

treatment did not produce significantly greater mean gains by 

students in their ability to think critically as measured by 

ga&KBdtt£8££ Critical fhimdm Appraisal. 
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However* studies cited in Chapter II indicated that the 

ability to think critically can be increased significantly by 

direct teaching, findings indicated that the experimental 

treatment in this study did enhance gains in this area but 

not significantly acre than the treatment in the control group, 

fherefore, a sweeping generalization cannot toe made as a resist 

of this study. 

3# Students may be taught by either depth or breadth 

approaches a® described in the study without significantly 

affecting their ability to read and interpret the materials 

of the social studies. However, as noted in fable VII, the 

mm gain on fest 5 ©f the Jow& Tegt of l ^ a t ^ o ^ 3 ^ * ^ -

mat was slightly in favor of toe experimental group. 

4. When students are given the tine to explore topics in 

depth# are allowed to for® and test their own hypotheses about 

history* and are guided in arriving at their own generalisations 

about historical data, their attitudes toward the study of his-

tory become more positive* This is an important conclusion In 

light of the fact that many history teachers are faced with 

student aversion to the study of history. Doubtless, there are 

numerous contributing factors to this attitude among many high 

school students. It is, therefore* important for high school 

teachers to mm that in the depth course, students* mean gain 

in attitude toward the study of American history was signifi-

cantly greater than mat of students in the breadth, or survey* 
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course* It seems imperative for those who have the responsi-

bility of curriculum development in the social studies to 

note that students in the control group actually showed a 

lot# in attitude toward American history from pre to post 

testing. Findings from the analysis of variance on the atti-

tude test pointed out that the difference which did exist 

significantly between groups on this measure was significant 

for approaches and not for teachers. 

$. fh® depth approach to the study of history and the 

Inductive method of teaching is as effective for the average 

ability students as it is for the high ability students. 

Many high school teachers are of the opinion that studies 

in depth# if they are to b® undertaken at all* should fee 

restricted to those students of superior academic ability. 

Others have expressed apprehension over using an inductive 

approach in their classrooms with students who are not of 

superior ability. The evidence of this study did not support 

these views* 

Students of higher academic ability, quite naturally# made 

higher scores on the measures of achievement than did the stu-

dents of average ability. Though It seemed more difficult for 

the teachers to teach the average subgroup as described in the 

experimental course using the selected material, the average 

student did sake gains similar to those made by the above aver-

age subgroup. 
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fh© mean X. Q» score for the above average experimental 

subgroup was 118.7# and the mean X. Q» for the average ©xperl-

mental subgroup was 102,7* fhis difference was found to be 

significant at better than the .001 level. Considering this 

difference in the ability of the two groups and the fact that 

there were no significant differences in mean gain# made on 

any of the measures by the two groups, the fifth conclusion 

seems reasonable, 

6. denerally speaking* teachers were able to teach by 

the experimental approach as well a® they were by the tradi-

tional, control approach* On only one of the seven variables 

was there fowl a significant interaction of teachers with 

approaches. Interaction on the Cooperative American History 

fe.it was significant at the .05 level, teachers who partici-

pated in the study were able to adopt the approach to teaching 

history and to do as well with it as they did with the tradi-

tional approach* which was more faalllar to them. 

In summary, evidence suggested that the experimental 

treatment was as successful in accomplishing the objectives 

for American history as was the control treatment* However, 

It wast be emphasized that neither this study nor the similar 

one by Johnson (l) have provided sufficient evidence to indi-

cate that progress toward the objectives would be greater la 

a depth course than it would be in a breadth course. Shis 

study did add some evidence In favor of a depth approach by 
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disclosing a significantly neater mean gain in attitude 

toward American history by students In the experimental group. 

Recommendations 

Since this was only the second study in this particular 

area of curriculum research# the limited and tentative nature 

of the conclusions dismissed were not entirely unexpected. 

Several posslbllltlm for further research are suggested toy 

both the implications and the limitations of this study. 

1* the present study should he replicated using a larger, 

more representative sample of all senior high school American 

history students* 

2. Additional research should he undertaken to determine 

If the maturity of the student has any significant effect on 

gains made In both depth and breadth approaches. A study 

should concern itself with differences ©f eighth, tenth* 

eleventh# and twelfth grade students In treatment groups# 

3. Additional research should also be undertaken in order 

to discover whether studies In depth have different effects in 

different academic disciplines. 

4. Research Is needed on what should be taught In a 

depth study of American history at the elementary* Junior high, 

and high school levels. 

5* ®we new material® which have been published as a 

result of Project Social Studies and other study groups need to 
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be researched arid tested wider varying conditions and utiliz-

ing different methods of teaching, 

6. Research needs to tee done which discloses to what 

degree, if any, citizenship objectives of the social studies 

are effected by a depth approach to the study of history. 

7. Information is needed on the relationship among 

teacher personality, teaching styles* teacher attitudes, the 

amounts and kinds of academic and professional preparation and 

success in depth teaching and in the inductive method. 

8. A longitudinal study is suggested to ascertain what# 

if any, cumulative effect exists with the students who are 

taught in depth. Would the second or third year of experience 

with studies in depth utilizing an inductive approach produce 

significant differences between groups in the area® of Knowl-

edge and skill measured in this study* 

Thm® are som suggestions for continued research which 

aay aaJce a contribution t© the need for the continuous improve-

ment of the social studies in the secondary school. 
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Sehool of Education, University of Mimenofca, 1961. 
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© m a © of wsejit for the cohtrol &mm 

Objectives For American History 

1. fo develop an appreciation for the great cultural and 

Institutional heritage which was transplanted on this 

continent from Europe. 

2. fo dew lop an understanding of an appreciation for the new 

way of life* the American way, which gm« out of the hard-

ship* of early Americans and their trttansph® over many 

adverse circumstances in a new environment* 

3. fo help students acquire the ability to analyse America's 

basic freedoms and apply the® to problems of today. 

4. fo help students acquire the ability to analyze# 

3* to create a willingness and a readiness to view both sides 

of a controversial topic before forming an opinion* 

6, fo understand the advantages of our' system of free enter-

prise and to recognise the influence of this system in the 

growth of America. 

7• To inspire a love for and loyalty to our country* 

8# To help students develop the ability to distinguish 

between our basic freedoms and false propaganda. 

9* To know the resource materials and current materials avail-

able and to be able to use and evaluate them. 
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1. Textbook* The 
Peterson Company, 

a, feiim 
ington Public Schools, 19&2 

Materials 

ismlm *0*« 

Bistort Arlington, Texas4 

Tim® 

Content 

M i s n l s s S a ttMEt 

1 1/2 weeks Pretesting 

a 1/2 weeks Spain Establishes An 
Empire Chapters 1, 2 

3 weeks Settlers Adjust To The 
Hew World Chapter® 3-6 

4 weeks The American People 
Create A Mew nation Chapter® 7-10 

% weeks Building A Strong 
Democratic Nation Chapter® 11*14 

5 mete® Hie American People Are 
Tested Chapter® 16-20 

5 weeks The Americans Create An 
Industrial Ration Chapter® 21-35 

4 weeks The American People Enter 
World Affairs Chapters 26-29 

3 weeks The American People 
Accept World Leadership Chapters 30-33 

1 1/2 weeks Post Testing 



APPENDIX B 

OOTLI!® Of CONTENT FOE f HE EXOTRMBOTAI, QROUF 

Objective® 

The objectives of the American hietory course for the 

experiment®! group a w similar to those outlined for the 

control group# However, the emphasis in objectives for the 

experimental group is upon critical thinking, hypothesising, 

and learning the method of historical inquiry. These objec-

tives are alluded to in numbers three, four, five, eight, 

and nine In Appendix A. 

Materials 

1* M m dimensions Jn American History series (prepared by 
iSe Comittee on the Study of Estory* Amherst College). 

fhe following booklet® mm usedt 

Jan, Bat^flcation o£ m SH 
I E 9L MsaM* 

Halsey, Van, and Allan Wilbur, fhg, Monroe Doctrine. 

Halsey, Van, and Edmund fraver bo. Ionizations A study 
M American Values. ~ ~ 

f p u u ^ s ^ 8 . 
Lon 

Traverso, Edmund, & £ 1920«si Kftetorio Beauty? 

Herrill,^Edward, and Van Kalsey, Responses To 
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2. 3S» state adopted textbook: J | | fcnefleap fooole i their 

1 %/& week® 

2 1/2 weeks 

3 weeks 

4 weeku 

% weeks 

4 weeks 

4 weeks 

4 weeks 

% weeks 

1 1/2 weeks 

Content 

SSfiiSL 

Protesting 

Spate Establishes to tmpire 

Settlers M^sst to ®*e Hew World 

Constitution and Hie Bill of Bights 

The Monroe Doctrine 

Snaigratiom A study in American Values 

fhe Missouri Compromise 

Wie 1920*® 

fhe Depression ©f the 1930*8 

Post Testing 



APfMDIX C 

Teacher. 

©ate 

Period 

OBSEJWATXOlt 

X. Questionsi 

X w p d M of Questions lo. Isked fey" 
Te&eher 

io» Asicel Iqr 
fupii 

iftaoall of feci; 
(Memory) 
Probing Present 
Beliefs and 
Attitudes 
To Discover Hypoth-
eses 
Clarification and' 

,„ 
Testing Hypotheses 
Drawing: Coimlusions 
ihredictiiig uoiis®-
.AipiMftA, 
Interpreting-
Xnferenct 

XI, Deaoription of Class Activity: 

XIX. Comments or Other Observations: 
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